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Frio Sandstone Reservoirs
in theDeep SubsurfaceAlong the Texas Gulf Coast
Their Potentialfor Productionof GeopressuredGeothermal Energy
D. G. Bebout,R. G. Loucks,and A.R.Gregory
Abstract
Tertiary strata of the Texas Gulf Coast
comprise a number of terrigenous deposi-
tional wedges, some of which thicken
abruptly at their downdipends as a result of
contemporaneous movement of growth
faults and underlyingsalt. The Frio Forma-
tion, one of these wedges,has been studied
regionally by means of a grid of correlation
cross sections aidedbymicropaleontological
control. Bymeans of thesesections, the Frio
was subdivided into six map units; maps of
sandstone distribution within these units
delineate principal elongate sandstone
trendsparallelto theGulf Coast composedof
deltaic, barrier-bar, and strandplain sand-
stones.
Thesebroadregionalstudies,followed by
detailedlocal investigations, were pursued in
order to delineate prospective areas for
production of geopressured geothermal en-
ergy. A prospective area must meet the
following minimum requirements: reservoir
volume of 3 cubic miles, minimum per-
meability of 20 millidarcys (md), and fluid
temperatures of 300°F. Several geothermal
fairways were identified asa result of this Frio
study.
The HidalgoFairway is locatedinHidalgo,
Cameron, and Willacy Counties, and con-
tains many thick, laterally-extensivedeltaic
sandstone bodies with fluid temperatures
greater than 300° F, but with extremely low
permeabilities. The Armstrong Fairway,
located inKenedyCounty,containsa number
of thick sandstones which extend over an




Christi Fairway, located primarily in Nueces
County, contains sandstones with tempera-
tures greater than 300
°
F, but the sandstone
bedsare thin and are limitedin lateral extent
and low in permeability. The Matagorda
Fairways contain sandstones which have
high fluid temperatures but are thin and
extremely limited in area. In the Brazoria
Fairway the sectiondeeper than 13,500 feet
contains several hundred feet of sandstone
with fluid temperatures greater than 300 °F
and permeabilitiesbetween 40 and 60 mil-
lidarcys. The major limiting factor in each of
theabove fairways is the scarcityof adequate
permeability in reservoirs with fluid tempera-
tures of 300° F. Only the Brazoria Fairway
meets all of thespecifications for a geother-
mal prospect.
In the Brazoria Fairway, located in
Brazoria and Galveston Counties, contem-
poraneousdeltaicsedimentation,movement
along growth faults,and mobilization of deep
salt into domes resulted in theaccumulation
of several hundredfeet ofsandstone with fluid
temperatures greater than 300°F. Per-
meabilities within these reservoirsare greater
than 20 millidarcys; this high permeability is
related tosecondary leached porosity, which
developed in the moderate to deep
subsurface.
A prospective geothermal well site has
been located within the Austin Bayou Pros-
pect,BrazoriaFairway, which willhave250 to
350 feet of reservoir sandstone with core
permeabilitiesbetween 40and60millidarcys,
and fluid temperatures from300° to 350°F.
The sandstone-shale section within the
Austin Bayou area is represented by seven
progradational depositional sequences.
Eachsequence is composedof a gradational
vertical succession, characterized by low-
porosity prodeltaand distal delta-front shale
and sandstone at the base, to porous dis-
tributary-mouth bar and delta-plainsand-
stone and shale at the top. The older depo-
sitionalsequencesrepresent the distal halfof
alobate delta, and the later events represent
the entiredeltaiccomplex.
Effective gas permeabilities,determined
from productionflow tests, are estimated to
range from 1 to 6 millidarcys, and absolute
permeabilities lie between 2 and 10 mil-
lidarcys for selected wells in the Chocolate
Bayou field, Brazoria County, Texas. In a
reservoir withapermeabilityof10 millidarcys,
a sandstone thickness of 380 feet, and a
drawdown pressure of 5,000 psia (pounds
per square inch absolute), a flow rate of
40,000 barrels of water per day can be
achieved. Salinity of this waterwillrange from
40,000 to80,000ppm(parts permillion),and
methane content may range from 25 to 45
cubic feet perbarrel.Theaveragegeothermal
gradient is 1.8
° Fper100 feet, and reservoir
fluid pressures lie between 0.465 and 0.98
psiaper foot for depths below 10,000 feet in
the Chocolate Bayou field.
In summary, detailed geological, geo-
physical,andengineeringstudies conducted
on the Frio Formation have delineated a
geothermal test well site in theAustin Bayou
Prospect which extends over an area of 60
square miles. A total of 800 to 900 feet of
sandstone will occur between the depths of
13,500and16,500 feet.At least30percentof
the sand will havecore permeabilitiesof 20 to
60millidarcys.Temperature at the top of the
sandstone section will be 300° F. Water,
producedatarateof 20,000t040,000barrels
per day,will probably have to be disposedof
by injection into shallower sandstone
reservoirs.
More than10 billion barrels of waterarein
place in these sandstone reservoirs of the
Austin Bayou Prospect; there should be
approximately 400 billion cubic feet of
methane in solution in this water. Only 10
percent of the waterand methane(1 billion
barrels of waterand 40 billion cubic feet of
methane) will be produced without reinjec-
tion of the waste water into the producing
formation. Reservoir simulation studies in-




For more than 2Vi years the Bureau of
Economic Geology and the Department of
PetroleumEngineering,Universityof Texasat
Austin, have been conducting a study to
evaluate production of potentialgeothermal
energy from the geopressured Tertiary
sandstones along the TexasGulf Coast. The
objective of the geothermal project is to
locate several prospective reservoirs which
will meet the following specifications: reser-
voir volume of 3 cubic miles, minimum per-
meability of 20 millidarcys,1 and fluid tem-
perature of 300°F or greater. Water to be
produced is expected to have a salinity of
20,000 to 80,000 ppm total dissolved solids
and to be saturated with methane (40 to 50
cubic feet per barrel of water). The initial
bottom-hole pressure will be greater than
10,000 psi. A broad-based survey indicated
that three formations— the Frio, Vicksburg,
and Wilcox— have potential to meet these
specifications(figs.1 and 2).
A successful geothermal well should
produce hot water at a rate of 20,000 to
40,000barrelsperday.Thermalandphysical
energywill beused to run turbines to produce
electricityat the site,and themethane will be
stripped off and routinely processed as
naturalgas.Salinityof thewateris expectedto
be too high to use on the surface for
agriculturalpurposes and probably will have
to be reinjected throughdisposalwells intoa
shallowerreservoir.
1 Itshould be emphasized thatthis permeability is tosalt
water at subsurface pressures and temperatures.
Core-analysispermeabilitiesreferredto inthis report, on
the other hand, arebased onair in unconfined cores at
surface pressures and temperatures. Subsurface per-
meabilities are expectedto be considerably lower than
equivalent core-analysis permeabilities.
Thisinvestigationwassubdivided into two
major phases:regional resource assessment
and detailed site selection. The objective of
theregionalstudieswastooutlinegeothermal
fairways in which thick sandstone bodies
have fluid temperatures higher than 300°F.
Actually, 250° F uncorrected bottom-hole
temperatures recorded on well logs were
mapped for convenience; because bottom-
hole conditions were notstable at the time of
the recordings, the 250° F recording will
correct to near 300° F. Subsurface control
was based on a grid of wellsspaced5 to 10
miles apart. Fairways resulting from the
regional study, then, became areas which
warranted additional work through the site
selection phasein order to determine reser-
voir size, relationship to major and minor
growth faults,porosity and permeability, and
nature of the porosity (diagenetic fabric).
From this site selection study favorable,sites
for the location of geothermal wells were
identified.
Regional assessment and site selection
studies of the Frio Formation have been
completed, and reports summarizing the
regional studies of this formation alongthe
Lower,Middle, and Upper Texas Gulf Coast
havebeen publishedearlier by theBureau of
Economic Geology (Bebout, Dorfman, and
Agagu,1975;Bebout, Agagu,and Dorfman,
1975; and Bebout, Loucks, Bosch, and
Dorfman, 1976) (fig. 3). More detailed infor-
mationconcerning theregionaldistribution of
Frio sandstones is available from these
reports;a summary is included in this report.




Figure 1. Geothermal corridors ofpotential
fairways (Bebout, 1976).
Figure 2. Tertiary formations.Gulf Coastof Texas.Prospective
formations areshown withstipple andlinepatterns.
Figure 3. Areas ofpreviouslypublishedFrio studies.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
Broad regionaland detailed local subsurface studies haveresulted in the delineation of a
prospect area, the Austin Bayou Prospect of the Brazoria Fairway, which meets the
minimum requirementsfor ageopressuredgeothermaltest well.
Regional studies of sandstone distribu-
tion within the Frio Formationhave outlined
areas of thick sandstone accumulation. In
general, the Frio consists of a gulfward-
thickening and dipping wedgeof sandstone
and shale. A high-sand depocenterconsist-
ing of deltaic, strandplain, and barrier-bar
sandstone facies occurs near the center of
the wedge. Thin, fluvial-plain sandstones
occurwithinadominantly shalesectionupdip
of this depocenter. Sandstone bodies
downdip in the shelf and prodelta environ-
mentsarealsothin andoccur ina thick shale
section. Sandstone distribution maps com-
bined with isothermal maps permit the delin-
eation of areas in which thick sandstone
bodies are expected to contain fluid tem-
peratures greater than 300° F. These areas,
termed "geothermal fairways," have been
studied in detail in order to determine their
potential for producing geopressured
geothermalenergy.Fivegeothermalfairways
have been identified along the Frio
trend— Hidalgo, Armstrong, Corpus Christi,
Matagorda,and Brazoria (fig.4).
Three depositional-structuralmodels
represent the five fairways (fig. 4). The most
simple model, Model I, is developed in the
Corpus Christi and Matagorda Fairways
alongtheMiddle TexasGulf Coast. Massive
sandstones occur between 6,000and 9,000
feet below sea level; the top of the zone of
geopressure occurs just beneath these
sandstones where the subsurface fluid tem-
perature is approximately 200° F. Thin
tongues of sandstone reach gulfward from
the main sand depocenter and become
increasingly more thinly bedded and finer
grained. Fluid temperature reaches 300° F
near the distal end of these tongues; growth
faults which developedlaterduring post-Frio
depositionseparate thesedistal sand bodies
from their updip equivalents. The potential
geothermal reservoirs of the Corpus Christi
and Matagorda Fairways are inferred to be
distalsandstones.
The Hidalgo and Armstrong Fairways
along the Lower Texas Gulf Coast are
represented by Model II (fig. 4). During
depositionof thick deltaic sandsof the lower
part of thesection, contemporaneousgrowth
faults developed which allowed for the ver-
tical accumulation of thick sands on the
gulfward sideof the faults.Asa result of rapid
downward movement along the faults, the
sandstonessubsided into the deep subsur-
face.Topof geopressureoccursnear thetop
of the thick deltaic wedge, and the fluid
temperature is approximately200° F. Thick
sandstone bodies occur several thousand
feet below the top of geopressure and, in




Fairways both contain thick deltaic sand-
stonereservoirs of this type.
The Brazoria Fairway along the Upper
Texas Gulf Coast is representedby Model 111
(fig. 4), in which extensive progradation
occurred during depositionof thelower part
of the formation,and large quantitiesof sand
were transported far gulfward of the normal
trend of main sand deposition.Thick deltaic
sands accumulated ina large salt-withdrawal
basin bounded on the updip side by growth
faults which developed contemporaneously
with deposition. Fluid temperatures within
this thick sandstone mass are higher than
300° F. After deposition of this lower pro-
gradational part of the section, a transgres-
sion of the shoreline caused the main sand
depocenter to shift updip, where prograda-
tion resumed.However, theuppermainsand
trend of the Frio never again reached gulf-
ward to thepositionof thelower depocenter.
Top of geopressure occurs just beneath
these updip massive sandstones where the
fluid temperature is approximately 200° F.
The reservoir sandstones of the Brazoria
Fairway aredeltaic inoriginandaccumulated
on the downdipsideof growth faults initiated
by salt movement.
The above models illustrate that reser-
voirs ofadequatesand volumeandhigh fluid
temperature occur in at least two fairways,
Hidalgoand Brazoria. However,permeability
is a third major limiting factor which must be
considered. Along the Lower Texas Gulf
Coast from Aransas County south to the Rio
Grande, very low permeability has been
recognized for many years in sandstones
occurring deeper than 12,000 feet. Sand-
stones in the Corpus Christi Fairway have
recorded sidewall-corepermeabilities rang-
ing from 1.2 to 14.0 millidarcys at depths
greater than 14,000 feet; sidewall-core per-
meabilities are known to be greater than the
core permeability.In theArmstrongFairway,
analyses of cores from deeper than 17,000
feet exhibitpermeabilitiesthat range from0.0
to 73.0 millidarcys; core is notavailable from
the shallower reservoir of this fairway, but
cores from nearby fields indicate that per-
meability is very low at the shallower depthas
well. In the Hidalgo Fairway, thousands of
core analyses show average permeability of
slightly greater than 1millidarcy.In contrast,
to the north in the Matagorda and Brazoria
Fairways,permeability is considerablyhigher
and, inmany sandstones,it ranges from the
tens to hundreds of millidarcys. Becauseof
the high permeability, in addition to the thick
sandstone and high temperature, the
Brazoria Fairway is considereda prospective
geothermal fairway, and the Austin Bayou
Prospect has been located within this area.
Detailed geological, geophysical, and
engineering studies conducted in Austin
Bayou Prospect have delineated a geother-
mal test well site (fig. 5). These studies
indicate that the top of the sand section will
occur atadepthof13,500 feet,and thebase,
at 16,500 feet. A total of 800 to 900 feet of
sandstone should occur in this section of
3,000 feet(at least30percentof the sand will
have core permeabilities of 20 to 60 mil-
lidarcys). Temperatureat the top of the sand
section will be 300°F. The entire prospect
extends over an area of 60 square miles;
however,information about the depositional
environments in which these sandstones
weredepositedindicates thateach individual
sandstone should not be expected to be
continuous for more than 2 miles in a strike
direction.
5
The test well shouldpenetrate 840 feet of
prospective reservoir sandstone. Average
porosity of 20 percentor higher is predicted
for 250 feet of the sandstone and 5 to 20
percent for the remainder. Provided that a
maximumdrainageareaof 16squaremiles is
present and that all pore space is filled with
water, the aquifer will contain more than 1 0
billion barrels of water. The total resource
shouldbe more than 400 billioncubic feet of
methane inplace.
Figure 4. Friogeothermal fairways, depositional
models, andreservoirquality. Foractual examplesof
thesemodels see figures 13 (Model II),14 (Model I),
and 15 (ModelIII). Figure 5. Net-sandstone map, Austin BayouProspectand location of test well site, Brazoria County, Texas. Data arecompiled from structure map andpaleonet-sandstone maps.
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Tertiary Depositional and StructuralStyle
Tertiary strata of the Texas Gulf Coast comprise a number of terrigenous depositional
wedges,some of which thicken abruptly at their downdipends as a result of contempo-
raneous movementof growth faults or underlyingsalt or both.
During the TertiaryPeriod large quantities
of sand and mud were transportedacross a
broad fluvial plain and were de-
posited along the margins of the Gulf of
Mexico.Thesesediments accumulated in the
form of a number of wedges which thicken
and dipgulfward(fig.6). Theoverall trend is
one of gulfward progradation so that each
younger sedimentary wedge is shifted ba-
sinward of theprevious wedge.Largegrowth
fault systems formednear thedowndipedge
of each wedge within the area of maximum
deposition (fig. 7). Faults developedas a
result of rapid loading of large quantitiesof
sand and mud on thick, low-density shaleof
previously deposited wedges. Deeper,thick
Jurassic salt was alsomobilized intoa series
of ridgesand troughsbecause of this loading;
linear trends of salt domes resulted.
Movementof growthfaults providedspacefor
the accumulation of abnormally thick sec-
Figure 6.Depositional styleof
Tertiary strata along the Texas
GulfCoast (Bruce, 1973).
diagnostic foraminifers (fig. 8),and the base
of the formation is identified by the occur-
rence of Textularia warreni,and the top, by
Marginulina vaginata.
The time-equivalentstrata of the subsur-
face Frio Formation are sandstone, shale,
and volcanic ash of the outcropping Ca-
tahoula Formation. Catahoula strata areless
than 500 feet thick andoccur a fewhundred
feet above sea level (figs. 9 and 10). Out-
cropping Catahoula and shallow subsur-
face Frio deposits (down to 3,000 feet below
surface)arethe targetsfor extensiveuranium
exploration (Galloway, 1977). The Frio of
intermediate depths (down to 10,000 feet)
hasproduceda large proportionof the Texas
Gulf Coast oil and gas, and the deep sand-
stones (deeper than 13,000 feet) are being
studied as potential geopressured geother-
mal reservoirs.
tionsof sandandmud andalsofor isolation of
porous downdip sandstones from porous
updip sandstones.Becauseof this isolation,
fluids within the sandstone reservoir were
trapped, and on further loading and burial,
geopressured reservoirs were developed
(Bruce, 1973).
At least eight of these sandstone-shale
wedgesare recognizedalong the TexasGulf
Coast (Hardin, 1961). Each wedge is com-
posed of sand and mud which was trans-
ported acrossa broadfluvialplainand either
deposited in deltaic complexesor reworked
by marine processes into strandplains and
barrier bars.TheFrio Formation isone of the
thickest of these wedges.Consequently, the
Frio is verysimilar to both theunderlying and
overlyingwedges.Because of this similarity,
identification in many cases is dependent
upon the recognition of marker foraminifers.
The Frio Formation contains a number of
7
Figure 7. Growth fault developmentinterpreted froma seismic section (Bruce, 1973).
Figure 8. Foraminifer markers, Miocene andOligocene of the Texas
Gulf Coast.
8
Figure 9. Total thickness, Frio Formation, Texas Gulf Coast.
9
Figure 10. Structure on topof the Frio Formation
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Regional Geologic Investigation Basedon Gridof Frio CorrelationSections
To facilitate thestudy of the regional sandstone distribution,the Frio Formation has been
subdivided into six units by means of a grid of correlation cross sections and
micropaleontological control.
Regional assessment employs a data
base of electrical logs from widely spaced
wells,approximately sto10 miles apart (fig.
11). Correlation of the well logs is accom-
plishedby means of a grid of dip and strike
cross sections. Foraminifer markers (fig. 12)
have been used extensively in order to es-
tablish thecorrelation fabric on the sections,
but they have not been used for detailed
correlationfrom well to well.Correlation lines,
"T"markers, wereestablished within the Frio
using the micropaleontology and pattern
correlation of theelectrical logs.Thisresulted
in the subdivision of the formation into six
thinner and thus more meaningfulmapping
units (figs.13 to15).Growth faults,which are
abundant in the Frio,have beenomitted from
these regional correlation cross sections in
order that the depositional patterns and
regional changes in sandstone distribution
maybe more readily recognized.
Regional cross sections (figs. 13 to 15)
show thatthemain sand depocenter,located
approximately in the centerof the sectionand
outlined by the stippledpattern,occurs from
6,000 to 9,000 feet below sea level. Themain
sand depocenter shifts gulfward in succes-
sively younger units with local exceptionsas
shown in the lowerunit on the WW' section
(fig.15).Amountofprogradation variesalong
the trend. Top of the geopressure zone
occurs within or just below these massive
sandstones. Isothermal lines indicate that
fluids in these thick sandstones have tem-
peratures lower than 200° F. Thick sand-
stones were depositedas high-constructive
lobate deltas along the Lower and Upper
Texas Gulf Coast (figs. 13 and 15), and as
barrier bars along the Middle Texas Gulf
Coast (fig. 14). Updip of the main sand
depocenter, the section thins and is com-
poseddominantly of shale with thin,discon-
tinuous sandstone beds, typical of fluvial
sequences. Downdip of the main sand
depocenter, the section thickens but is
composeddominantly ofshale with thin, local
sandstone beds deposited in prodelta and
shelf environments. The 300° F isotherm
occurs within theseprodeltaand shelf facies
except where movement along enormous
growth faults has resulted in the subsidence
of thick deltaic sandstones to similar depths
(figs. 13 and 15).
Figure 11. Well-log control andcrosssections constructed forregionalstudy of the Frio
Formation. Dipsections BB',KK', andWW' are includedin this report.
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Figure 12. Foraminifer markers, Miocene and
Oligocene of the Texas Gulf Coast.
Figure 13. (above) Dip section BB',Lower Texas Gulf Coast. Top of
geopressure occursapproximately at the 200°F isotherm. The 200°F
isotherm falls withinand the 300°F isotherm is below themain sand
depocenter.Potentialgeothermal reservoirs must lie beneath the
300°F isotherm.
Figure 14. (left)Dip section KK', Middle Texas GulfCoast. Top of
geopressure occursabove the 200°Fisotherm andoccurs deeper
beneath themain sand depocenter. The 200°Fisotherm is below the
main sand depocenterand300°F wasnot reachedby any wells on
the section.
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Figure 15. Dipsection WW', Upper Texas Gulf Coast.Part of the main sanddepocenter
of T5-T6occurs significantly downdip from themain sand depocenter of the younger
Frio. Top ofgeopressureand200°Fisotherm occur just beneath theupper main sand
depocenter. The 300°F isotherm occurs justabove the lowermain sanddepocenter.
Consequently, these lower sandstones areprospective geothermal reservoirs.
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Interpretation of Depositional Environments from Sandstone Percent Maps
Maps of sandstone distribution delineate an elongatemain sandstone trend parallel to the
Gulf Coast that iscomposedof delta,barrier bar,and strandplaindeposits.
Sandstone percent (figs. 16 to 21) and
net-sandstone maps of each correla-
tion uniton the regionalsections define main
sanddepocentersas elongatetrends parallel
to theGulf Coast. Thesetrends areillustrated
with stippled patterns on the sandstone
percent maps. Net-sandstone maps of the
Frio units are available from the Middle and
Upper Texas Gulf Coast reports (Bebout,
Agaguand Dorfman, 1975;Bebout, Loucks,
Bosch, andDorfman, 1976).
InunitT5-T6, the unit in which the largest
number of prospectivegeothermalreservoirs
occur, thesandstone percentalong themain
sanddepocenterrangesfrom40tomore than
60(fig.16).Along theLowerand UpperTexas
Gulf Coast the somewhat lobate shapeof the
sandstones suggests deltaic deposition;
along the Middle Texas Gulf Coast, on the
other hand, sandstone bodies are elongate
and strike aligned and were deposited as
strandplainsandbarrier bars(Boydand Dyer,
1964). Updip of the main sand depocenter,
sandstonepercentagedecreases to lessthan
30, and the sandstones occur as narrow
bands perpendicularto the coastline. These
dip-aligned sandstones are interpreted as
representing relict river channels across a
fluvial plain. Downdip of the main sand
depocenter, the sandstone percentage
rapidly decreases to zero. Individual sand-
stone units are of limited areal extent. The
units weredepositedintheshelfandprodelta
environments. In addition, they are farthest
from the source and are finer grained than
updip equivalents,and they are commonly
thinly interbedded with shale. Thispattern on
the sandstone percent map of T5-T6 is
repeatedon themapsof theothercorrelation
units (figs.17 to21).
Isothermal lines on the sandstone per-
centmap(figs.16 to 18)show that the 200 °F
line is,for the most part, just downdipof the
main sand depocenter,and that the 300 °F
isothermoccurs within the shelfand prodelta
facies. Geothermal fairways outlined in the
regional studies (fig. 22) were identified by
this superpositionof the sandstone percen-
tageand the300° F isotherm.Updip of these
geothermal fairways, much thicker, more
extensive,and more porous and permeable
sandstones occur which may contain sig-
nificant quantitiesof methane;however,fluid
temperatures in these sandstone reservoirs
are only150° to2oo°F.
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Figure 16. Sandpercentage in unit T5-T6. The 200°Fisotherm occurs within or just downdip
of themain sand depocenter.
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Figure 17. Sandpercentagein unit T4-T5. The 2OO°F isotherm occurs within or justdowndip
of themain sand depocenter.
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Figure 18. Sandpercentage in unit T3-T4. The 200°F isotherm occurs within or justdowndip
of themain sand depocenter.
Figure 19. Sandpercentage in unit T2-T3.
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Figure 21.Sandpercentage in unit T0-T1.Figure 20.Sandpercentage in unit Tl-T2.
19
Figure 22.Potentialgeothermal fairways,Frio Formation, Texas GulfCoast.
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Hidalgo Fairway
The Hidalgo Fairway is located in Hidalgo,Cameron, and Willacy Counties and contains
many thick, laterally extensive deltaic sandstone bodies with fluid temperatures greater
than 300° F,but with extremelylow permeabilities.
The HidalgoFairway (fig. 23) was iden-
tified by the presence of a very thick sand-
stone section which occurs betweendepths
of 10,000 and 14,000 feet within the geo-
pressured zone in Hidalgo, Cameron, and
Willacy Counties (fig.24). TheVicksburg and
lower Frio section occurs as a series of
numerous offlappingdeltaic wedges(Bosch,
1975),each of which is considerably smaller
in size than the entire fairway. Many of these
sandstones have fluid temperatures higher
than3oo°F.
Core2 analyses of porosity and per-
meabilityhave been obtained for many wells
from this fairway.Below10,000 feet,porosity
is commonly less than 20 percent, and
permeability averages less than 1.5 mil-
lidarcys (fig. 25). This trend was substan-
tiated by Swanson, Oetking, Osaba, and
Hagens (1976) in a study which focused on
2 inthis report"core" issynonymous withdiamond core,
full-diameter core, wholecore,and conventionalcore.
theLowerTexasGulf Coastarea fromBrooks
and Kenedy Counties south to the Mexican
border. They concluded that finding
adequate permeabilitywas the greatest
problem. In their study of fields producing
from thegeopressured zone, they found that
most sandstone permeabilities are 1.0 mil-
lidarcy or less. No sandstones with per-
meabilitiesofgreaterthaniOmillidarcyswere
observeddeepenoughto have temperatures
of 300° F(fig. 26).
In summary, numerous thick sandstone
reservoirs of adequate size occur at depths
greater than 13,000 feet in the Hidalgo
Fairway, some with fluid temperatures of
300°Forhigher. Anoverwhelmingnumberof
core analyses with extremely low per-
meabilities suggest, however, that finding
adequatepermeability is a major problem in
thearea. Consequently, theHidalgo Fairway
is not recommended as a potentialgeother-
malprospect.
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Figure 24. (left) Typicalelectricallog from theHidalgo Fairway showingpresence of thick sandstonebeds below 14,000 feet.
Figure 25. Effectivepermeability versusdepth in gas wells in Hidalgo,Brooks, Cameron, and Kenedy Counties,Lower Texas GulfCoast (afterSwanson, Oetking,Osaba, andHagins, 1976). At temperatures of300°F andgreater permeability is less than 1millidarcy
Figure26. (left)Effective permeability
versus depth in gas wells from McAllen
-





The Armstrong Fairway, located in KenedyCounty,contains a number of thick sandstone
units which extend overan area of 50 square miles andhave probablecore permeabilities
of 20 millidarcys,but fluid temperatures of less than 300°F.
TheArmstrongFairway(fig. 27) is located
in west-central Kenedy County and is coin-
cident with the Candelaria field. Sandstone
bedsof interesthereareupperVicksburg and
basal Frio inage and were identified from the
regionalstudy of the Frio of the LowerTexas
Gulf Coast (Bebout, Dorfman, and Agagu,
1975).The net-sandstonemap of thefairway
(fig.28) outlinesa lobate area composedof
up to 40 percent sandstone.
A cross section through the immediate
field area (fig. 29) defines a series of sand-
stone and shale beds which comprises an
intervalapproximately1,100 feet thick updip
of thefieldarea; sandstonebodieshererange
from 10 to 50 feet thick. Across the major
growth fault and into the Candelaria field
(Armstrong wells),the same section thickens
to more than 1,500 feet,andsandstone beds
range in thickness from 10 to 200 feet.The
thickest sandstone bodyoccurs in the center
of the field in the Humble No. 21 Armstrong
well. Gulfward, and particularly across the
next growth fault, the sandstone thins sig-
nificantly. Thinning is best documented by
the Humble No. 1 S. K. East "G" at the
downdip end of the cross section where
sandstone beds are only 10 to 50 feet thick.
The potential geothermal reservoir lies
between these two growth faults, each of
which has a displacementof approximately
1,000 feet. The high-sandsection has been
further subdividedintothree partsdesignated
"A," "B,"and "C" (fig. 29).
A net-sandstone map of the entire unit
(fig. 28)moreclearlydefines thelobateshape
andoutlines two areas wheremore than 700
feet of sandoccur. Totalsandstonethickness
decreases toless than 300 feet within3miles.
Top of geopressure is at approximately
11,000 feet below sealevelin thefairway area
between the two growth faults. Bottom-hole
temperature readings are erratic but show
the "C"unit to beless than250° F; the300° F
lines lie beneaththe "A" unit.
Core analyses of porosity and per-
meability are unavailable in the Armstrong
Fairway from the depths of interest between
11,000 and 13,000 feet subsea. Sidewall-
coreanalysesfromHumbleNo.20Armstrong
fromdepthsof 17,280 to17,774 feet indicate
porosity ranging from 15 to 25 percent,and
permeability from 0 to 30 millidarcys . How-
ever, permeability from sidewall core is
known to be high and unreliable. Analysesof
cores from other wells in Kenedy County
show that,deeperthan 13,000 feet, porosity
ranges from 11 to 18 percent, and per-
meabilityis commonlyless than 1millidarcy.
One mile north of the Armstrong Fairway,
core analyses from the Sarita East field
(HumbleS.K.East "B" No.18)fromdepthsof
11,622 to 11,663 feet indicate porosityof 21
to 30 percent and permeabilityof 10 to 126
millidarcys. From these data it is estimated
that core porosity will average 21 to 25
percent, and permeability will be 20 mil-
lidarcys in the prospective reservoir.
In summary, reservoir size is adequatein
the Armstrong Fairway.Total netsandstone
of more than 300 feet occurs over an area of
50 square miles. Thinner sandstones to the
north and south of the outlined area willalso
be in continuity with the thicker sandstones,
butthereservoiris probablylimited to the east
and west by major growth faults. Maximum
thickness of unbroken sandstoneis 200 feet,
and sandstones 30 to 50 feet thick are more
common. Subsurface fluid temperatures,
althoughquite variable,indicate that temper-
atures aremarginal.Maximum temperatures
will be less than 300° F. Interpolated core
porosity and permeability of the "C" unit are
21 to 25 percent and 20 miilidarcys, respec-
tively. Theseestimates arebasedonanalyses
from other areas of sandstones both shal-
lower and deeperthan the sectionof interest.
Deeper units ("B"and "A") will have lower
porosity and permeability than the "C" unit.
The Armstrong Fairway doesnot meet min-
imumrequirementsasa potentialgeothermal
prospect. Sandstone thickness and areal
extent are excellent; low fluid temperature





Figure 28. Frio netsandstone, ArmstrongFairway. Also shown aregrowth faults, isothermal lines, andline of dip sectionAA'. Electricallog
from theHumble No. 22Armstrong well shows typical sandstonebodies andcorrelation units in figure29.
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Figure 29. Dip section AA'across theArmstrong Fairway.Although temperaturesare erratic from well to well, they indicate thatall of the sandstone reservoirs
have fluid temperatures lower than300°F.
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CorpusChristi Fairway
TheCorpus Christi Fairway,located primarily inNueces County,contains sandstoneunits
with temperatures greater than300° F.However, they are thin andof limited lateralextent,
and they exhibit low permeability.
The Corpus Christi Fairway (fig. 30) is
located primarily inNueces County but also
extends into San Patricio and Aransas
Counties. Prospective sandstone bodies
were identified on a regional cross section
from the Middle Texas Gulf Coast Frio study
(Bebout, Agagu, and Dorfman, 1976); the
best known developmentof sandstone is in
Shell's Redfish Bay field in Corpus Christi
Bay (fig. 31),and it occurs in the lower two
correlation unitsof theFrio (T4-T5andT5-T6)
(fig.32).
A structural cross section (fig. 32)shows
the main sand depocenter(strandplain sys-
tem)at the upper left orupdipend. Downdip
to thelower right, the sandstonebodiesbreak
up intothinsandstonebeds separatedby thin
shale beds. For example,core description
from 14,500 to 14,568 feet from a well in
Redfish Bay field(ShellNo. 1StateTract346)
showsthatthesandsectionis composedofs-
to 7-foot-thick bedsof fine sand interbedded
with shale (fig. 33). These downdip units,
composed of thin interbedded layers of
sandstone and shale, are shelf and slope
deposits equivalent in time to the massive
strandplainsandstone updip.
Top of the geopressure zone occurs
between 8,500 and 9,000 feet. At this depth
the fluid temperature is less than 200° F.
Subsurface temperature greater than 300°F
occurs at approximately 12,500 feet and
deeper(fig.32),andtherefore occursdeeper
than the T4 marker in the wells from Redfish
Bay field.
Reservoir size in the Corpus Christi Fair-
wayis unknown because few wells penetrate
deeply enoughalong strike with the Redfish
Bayfield.Those wellsthatdopenetratebelow
T5 are commonly separated from one an-
other by closely spaced growth faults. Al-
though sandstone-prone zones are 400 to
900 feet thick,detailedexamination indicates
that theyare composedof sandstone bedsof
less than1 foot to amaximumof 10 feet thick
separated by shale beds of approximately
equal thickness. Subsurface fluid tempera-
tures of 300° F and higher occur just below
theT4marker. Coreisavailablefromonlyone
well inthearea atdepthsof interest— theShell
No.1StateTract346 (fig.33).Analysesof this
core show porosity ranging from 9 to 22
percent and permeability less than 5.3 mil-
lidarcys. Low porosityandpermeabilitywere
determined to be representative of all the
sandstonesthroughcomparisonof electrical
log characteristics of theShell No.1 well with
those of other wells in the field.
Insummary, because of probablelimited
lateral extent,inadequatethickness,and low




Figure 30.Corpus Christi Fairway.
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Figure 31. Well locations, CorpusChristi Fairway. Prospective sandstones in this fairway are within the Redfish Bay
field which is transectedby the dip sectionAA'.
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Figure 32.Dip section AA
'across Corpus Christi
Fairway. The 200°Fisotherm occursat thebase of the
main sanddepocenter in theupdip section. The 300°F
isotherm occursnear the base of the section just
above the T5 marker on the downdip endof the
section.
Figure 33. Electrical log,coredescription,and





are thin and extremelylimited in arealextent.
The Matagorda Fairways (fig. 34) were
identified through theMiddle TexasFriostudy
(Bebout, Agagu, and Dorfman, 1975)
primarily as a result of high bottom-hole
temperatures recorded from deep wells. It
was recognized that the sandstones in this
areaareof less thanadequatethickness,and
that areal extentis unknown. However, more
detailed correlation with dense wellcontrol in
the Baer Ranch area (figs. 35 and 36)
indicates that three sandstone units collec-
tively are locally more than 400 feet thick.
Sandstones A, B, and C (fig. 36) from the
Falcon Seaboard A-1 can be correlated to
those of the Falcon Seaboard A-3,less than
half a mile away; in this short distance the
cumulative thickness of sandstone dimin-
ishes from 410 feet in A-1 to 260 feet in A-3.
About 100 feet of sandstone is faulted outin
A-3.Approximately1mileaway inA-4, these
sandstones constitute only 125 feet as a
result of depositionalthinning.
Severalsmall growth faults cut thesection
of interest. Two faults cut the Falcon
Seaboard BaerRanch A-3well (fig. 36)— one
at 14,400 feet and the other at 15,140 feet.
Displacements, 300 and 270 feet, respec-
tively, are sufficient to cause significant
disruption of thin, prospective reservoirs.
Both faultscut theA-1 well shallower than the
interval shown.
Bottom-hole temperatures recorded on
well logs indicate that subsurface fluid tem-
perature issignificantly higher than300° F in
all three sandstone units (figs. 36 and 37).
Both the A and B sandstone units were
extensively cored in the Falcon Seaboard
BaerRanch A-2 well (fig.36).The242 feet of
core wasanalyzedat intervals of 0.5to 1 foot.
Core porosity of less than 20 percent and
permeability of zero are most common; ex-
ceptions are shown on figure 36. The top 4
feet of sandstone Ahaspermeabilitiesof 80to
300 millidarcys. Twenty-five feet of sand-
stone B has permeabilitiesof 15 to 700
millidarcys. In all cases, the most porous
sandstone appears to be at the top of thin
sandstone units.
In summary, the size of the reservoirs in
the Matagorda Fairways is very limited both
by original distribution of the sands and by
contemporaneous and later growth faults.'
Laterally, sandstone beds cannot be ex-
pected to persistwith sufficient thickness for
more than a few miles. Subsurface fluid
temperatures are excellent and are higher
than 340°F in all three sandstones. Core
analyses indicate very high permeability in
very thin intervals— commonly 1 to 10 feet
thick. Because of limited lateral extent of
reservoirs and lack of sufficient thickness of
permeablesandstones, the Matagorda Fair-








Figure 36. Sanddistribution from electrical logs of wells from theBaer Ranch field, Matagorda
Fairway.
Figure 37. Core analyses fromFalcon SeaboardNo. 2-A
Baer Ranch, Matagorda Fairway.
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Brazoria Fairway— Structure
Contemporaneous deltaic sedimentation,movement along growth faults, and salt dome
formation resulted in accumulation of thick, permeablesandstone units in the Brazoria
Fairway,located in Brazoria and Galveston Counties.
The Brazoria Fairway in southwestern
Galveston and southern Brazoria Counties
(fig. 38) was identified through the regional
study of the Frio Formation along the Upper
Texas Gulf Coast (Bebout, Loucks, Bosch,
and Dorfman, 1976). Potential sandstone
reservoirs in this fairway occur in the T5-T6
correlation unit (Anomalina bilateralis zone)
and are indicated on a sandstone percent
map(fig.16)by the 20-percentcontourinthe
north-central portionofthefairway,anarea of
thick sandstone. In the Upper Texas Gulf
Coast report, correlative sandstone beds in
two wells weremisidentified, because of lack
of control, as occurring in the T4-T5 and
Tl-T2 correlation units (Bebout, Loucks,
Bosch,and Dorfman, 1976,figs.47 and48).
Massive Frio sandstones which occur updip
andshallower on theregionalsection (fig.15)
are extremely porous and permeable, but
they contain fluid temperatures of 200 °F or
less (fig. 16).
Massive deltaic sedimentation, growth
faults, and salt domes controlled the struc-
tural style in the Brazoria Fairway (fig. 39).
Thenorthwestside of the fairwayis bounded
by an extensive fault system.Some growth
faults separate a relatively thin section of
sandstoneand shale onthe updipnorthwest
side of the fault from an expandedsection
several thousand feet thicker onthe downdip
or southeast side. Similar growth faults in
spectacular outcrops in Svalbard, Norway,
havebeen describedby Edwards(1976).Salt
domes, such as Danbury dome, alsooccur
along this fault trend. Just southeast of this
trendof growth faults andsaltdomes isa large
syncline bounded on the Gulfward side by
another trend of faults and salt domes. This
downdip fault system displaces Frio
sediments but, for the most part, was not a
growth fault system during depositionof the
Frio,and,consequently,theFriosectiondoes
notcommonly expandon thedowndipsideof
faults. The complexdepositionaland struc-
tural setting is the result of loading by large
quantities of shale and sandstone in the
synclinal area. Salt withdrawal from the
synclinal area, as a result of this loading,
suppliedsalt for thegrowth of Danburydome
andother saltanticlines on thenorthwest side
of the fairway. Rapid subsidence in the
synclinal area allowed accumulation of a
thick section of shale and sandstone and
initiated formation of associated growth
faults. The trend of salt anticlines, such as
Hoskins mound, and faults on the downdip
side of the syncline,probably formed during
deposition of post-T5 Frio deposits, thus
resulting in displacement of only the T5-T6
section. Upwarp of the Frio and older for-
mations is documented by the fact that Frio
correlation units occur shallower downdip
toward Hoskins mound, and that Vicksburg
and Jackson micropaleontologicalmarkers
occur locally in anomalouslyshallow posi-
tions. Campbell (1941) offered seismic
evidence of a major unconformity within the
Frio just north of the Hoskins Mound. This
unconformity indicates movementof the salt
ridge duringdeposition of thepost-T5part of
the Frio. Nevertheless,many of these faults
which are notaccompanied by downthrown
expanded sections may be collapse-fault
systems similar to those described by Seg-
lund(1974) from theGulf Coastof Louisiana.
3b
Figure 38. Brazoria Fairway.
Figure 39. Structure on top of the T5marker, Brazoria Fairway.
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Brazoria Fairway— Depositional Style
Repetition of thick permeable sandstone units in the upper part of seven depositional
sequencesin theBrazoria Fairway resulted intheaccumulation of severalhundred feet of
potentialgeothermalreservoir sandstone displayingfluid temperature greater than300° F.
Structural sections across the fairway
(figs. 40 to43) show thecomplexity resulting
from the formation,contemporaneouslywith
deposition, of growth fault and salt dome
trends. Correlation of individual sandstone
beds within fault blocks is considered ex-
tremely good; however, correlation across
major growth faults is difficult and, in some
cases, possible only using micropaleon-
tological markers. The micropaleontological
zones are very reliable and occur uniformly
throughout the fairway. The fault and salt
dome trend along the southeast side of the
fairway is shown on the downdip third of
section AA'(fig. 41)and onthe downdiphalf
of section BB'(fig. 42).The BrazoriaFairway
lies between these structurally complex
zones (between the Humble No. 1 Vieman
well updip and Hoskins mound downdipon
section AA') in the large salt-withdrawal
syncline (fig. 41).
Prospective reservoirs occur below the
T5marker wherethereisamarkedincreasein
thickness of the section and in sandstone
percentage.Maximum sand thickness oc-
curs in seven major shale-sandstone depo-
sitional sequences (Frazier, 1974) in the
Humble No. 1 Skrabanek just south of Dan-
bury dome (fig. 41).Thesecyclic sequences
are recognizable,but they are considerably
thinner northeastward inthe TexasCompany
and Fort Bend No. 2 Houston Farms
Development well and in Chocolate Bayou
field (fig.43).Shallower Friocorrelation units,
TO to the top of T5, are characterized by
dominant shale with scattered, thin sand-
stone beds. Thus, the Frio deposits in the
Brazoria Fairway reflect two major deposi-
tional episodes(Frazier,1974)(fig. 44)— one
from the topof the Frio (TO) downward to the
topof T5,and theother from T5downward to
thebaseof the formation. The top of the Frio
is marked by a verydistinctive,thin,resistive
zone which can beeasilypickedonelectrical
logs, and which probably is either a
glauconite or volcanic ash layer.
The top of the geopressure zone is at
approximately 10,000 feet below sea level.
The 200 °F isotherm occurs in the fairway
area at a depth of 8,200 feet. The 300 °F
isothermoccurs in theprospect at adepthof
13,500 feet, just above the T5 marker. Mas-
sive sandstonesoccur below this isotherm in
the Humble No. 1 Skrabanek, south of the
Danburydome,and in wells of theChocolate
Bayou field.
In summary, the Brazoria Fairway is 20
miles long and 10 miles wide. Reservoir
thickness varies from more than 1,200 feet
southwest in the Danbury dome area to less
than 200 feet northeast at Chocolate Bayou.
Prospective sandstone reservoirs all occur
with the T5-T6 unit, which to the southwest
contains temperaturesinexcessof300°F. To
the northeast, this unit is structurally shal-
lower, however, and the 300°F isotherm
occurs lower within the T5-T6unit.
The BrazoriaFairway isrecommended as
the primearea within the Frio Formation for
thelocationof a geothermaltestwell site,and
the Austin Bayou Prospect has been
developedwithin this fairway.








Figure 43.Structural section CC'.
40
41
Figure 44. Depositional episodes (Frazier, 1974).
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Sandstone ConsolidationHistory—The Key to Origin of
Porosity and Permeability
TheFriosandstoneconsolidation historyconsistsofa numberofstagesof cementationand
leaching which ultimately controlled the final porosity and permeability within the deep
sandstone reservoirs.
Preliminary studies of sandstone con-
solidation stages (compaction,cementation,
and leaching) of deep-subsurface Frio res-
ervoirs along the Texas Gulf Coast indicate
thatsandstone reservoirshave undergonea
complex history. Pores in deep sandstone
reservoirs are not simply the result of pres-
ervation of primary interparticleporosity but
actually consist dominantly of secondary
leached-grain porosity. Sandstones in these
deep reservoirs are composed of quartz,
feldspar (plagioclase and orthoclase), and
volcanic and carbonate rock fragments.
Relative proportions of these rock compo-
nentsvary from theUpper to the LowerTexas
Gulf Coast (fig. 45). Frio sandstones of the
UpperTexas Gulf Coast contain morequartz
and less feldsparandvolcanic rockfragments
(quartzose feldspathic volcanic litharenite),
and those of the Lower TexasGulf Coast are
higher in volcanic rock fragments and feld-
spar than in quartz (feldspathic litharenite).
Carbonate rock fragmentsaremore common
along the Lower Texas Gulf Coast and
decrease in abundance northward
(Lindquist, 1976). Composition of Frio
sandstones of the Middle TexasGulf Coast is
intermediate between thoseof theLower and
Upper Texas Gulf Coast. This regional
change in composition is independent of
grain size(fig.46).TheCatahoula Formation,
theupdip outcroppingequivalentof the Frio,
exhibits this same regional compositional
change(Galloway, 1977).
Several stages of cementation and
leaching contributed significantly to
developmentof deep sandstone reservoirs
(figs.,47 and 48). Most stages of consolida-
tion at shallow tomoderate depths result in
destruction of theporosity through compac-
tion and precipitation of calcite and quartz
cements. Extreme examplesof this destruc-
tion are poikilotopic calcite and massive
quartz cementswhich reduceporosityto less
than 5 percent. At depths of approximately
9,000 to 11,000 feet, the major stage in-
volving leaching of feldspar, volcanic and
carbonate rock fragments, and calcite
cement occurs. Consequently, the porosity
destruction stage of shallower sections is
reversed to a porosity development stage;
this is the deep stage of reservoir develop-
ment. Below approximately11,000 feet,
leached porosity is reduced by precipitation
of kaolinite and Fe-rich carbonatecements.
Reservoir quality of the Frio sandstones
also varies on a regional scale. Along the
Lower TexasGulf Coast, core permeability in
sandstone beds deeper than 13,000 feet
averages1 to 2 millidarcys. Lindquist (1976)
concluded that most of the deep reservoirs
arecemented with late-forming kaolinite and
Fe-rich calcite and dolomite (fig. 47).North-
eastward along theUpperTexas Gulf Coast,
on the other hand, permeability in deep
sandstones ranges up to hundreds of mil-
lidarcys. This higher permeability is inter-
pretedastheresult of theless well-developed
late carbonate cementation stage. Compo-
sitional variation is inferred to be a major
factor controlling reservoir quality of the Frio
sandstones. For example,abundant car-
bonate rock fragments along the Lower
TexasGulfCoastprobablyprovidednucleifor
deep carbonate cement which destroyed
much of the porosity of these sandstones,
whereas this type of cement is less well
developed northeastward along the Upper
Texas Gulf Coast where carbonate rock
fragments are rare. This relationship sug-
gestspositivecorrelation between carbonate
rock fragments andcarbonate cement.
Preliminaryrock consolidationstudies of
the Chocolate Bayou field area, Danbury
dome area, and Lower Texas Gulf Coast
show variations in intensities of the various
diageneticstages (fig. 47).
Chocolate Bayoufield area— ln the shal-
low and intermediate subsurface, to a depth
of approximately9,000 feet, normal com-
paction and systematic early stages of
cementation reducedporosityto less than15
percent.Atdepthsof8,000 toii.OOOfeet,the
leaching stage increased porosity up to 30
percent.Much of thesecondaryporosity was
preserved at greater depths, but some
kaolinite and Fe-richcarbonate cement were
deposited, reducing average porosity to 25
percentor less.
Danbury dome area— Early rapid sub-
sidence prevented early stage cementation
and resulted in greater than normal burial
compaction.During later stages of compac-
tion at intermediate depths, massive quartz
cementation aided in reducing porosity to
less than 10 percent.. Massive quartz
cementationprobablyhindered development
of secondaryporosityat greaterdepths. The
finalresult is theabsenceofporousreservoirs
in these compacted and cemented
sandstones.
Lower Texas Gulf Coast (Lindquist,
1976)— Normal compaction and abundant
earlysparry calcitecementation occurred in
the intermediate depth zone and resulted in
reduction of porosity to less than 10 percent.
In contrast to theless solublequartz cement
of the Danbury area, the sparry calcite and
feldsparswere leached,andup to30-percent
porosity resulted during the deeperleaching
stage.Following this leachingstage,kaolinite
and Fe-rich carbonate and zeolite cements
drastically reduced porosity to less than 15
percent. The higher content of carbonate
rock fragments in this area, compared to
areas to the north,may be thereason for this
greater cementation.
Further investigations are needed to de-
termine the factors which control local and
regionaldevelopment of porosity and per-
meability in deep subsurface geopressured
geothermal reservoirs.A study of sandstone
consolidation history from cores throughout
the Texas Gulf Coast is essential to any
continued search for geothermal reservoirs.
Such studies are required to determine
whether reservoirs of sufficient quality to
produce large quantities of water for sub-
stantial periods of time do exist at depths
necessary to reach 300 °F temperatures.
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Figure 45.Sandstone composition. Sandstone classification
after Folk, 1968.
Figure 46. Relationship ofpercentageof quartz to average
grain size between Lower,Middle,andUpper Texas Gulf
Coast.
Figure 47. (right) Rock consolidation stages with increasing
depth ofburial (upper) andcasehistories of consolidation in
Chocolate Bayou/Alta Loma fieldareas,Danbury dome area,
andLower Texasarea (lower).
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I oppurrprl in the Daleo^oil horizon or in the
Poikilotopiccalcite cement (1) formedearly as
Frio Formation,Phillips No. 1Gunderson
on Qudrtz Groins
County, Texas.
Chlorite clay rims (1) aroundquartz grains
(2), Thick rims inhibitedquartz overgrowths.
Frio Formation, Exxon No. 152-A Galveston






A prospective geothermal well site which will have 250 to 350 feet ofreservoirsandstone
with core permeabilitiesbetween 40 and60millidarcys andfluid temperatures from300° to
350° F has been located within theAustin BayouProspect.
The Austin Bayou Prospect is located
within the Brazoria Fairway in a syncline
between Chocolate Bayou field on the
northeast and Danbury dome on the south-
west (fig. 49).The prospectivereservoirs lie
within the T5-T6correlation unit (Anomalina
bilateralis zone) at depths greater than
12,000feet in theChocolate Bayoufield,and
deeper than 15,000 feet between Danbury
dome and the Hoskins mound along theaxis
of thesyncline (fig. 49). Major faults occur on
either side of the syncline, and small radial
faults extend from the domes into the syn-
cline. The few wells which havebeen drilled
along the edge of the syncline do not show
evidenceof faulting.Apparent lack of faulting
is supportedbyaseismic linethatcrossesthe
prospect area inastrike (northeast)direction
(fig. 50). Furthermore, a model of salt-with-
drawal basins by Seglund (1974) predicts a
lack of large-scalefaults in this type of basin
(fig. 51).
*
Maximum thickness of sand (fig. 52)
accumulated approximately 2 to 3miles from
the south and east side of Danbury dome
about 1 mile updip from the axis of the
syncline. The sandstone beds thin rapidly to
the northwest onto the dome and against a
complex of growth faults. The sandstones
thin and grade intoa thick,dominantly shale
section downdip to the southeast. Along
strike to thenortheast,theentire section thins
onto the Chocolate Bayou structure, a more
positive area during depositionof the T5-T6
section. Thearea of sandstonepinchoutonto
this structure should be considered pro-
spective for hydrocarbonstratigraphic traps.
Core porosity and permeability are high-
est northeastward in Chocolate Bayou field
(20- to 25-percent porosity, hundreds of
millidarcyspermeability)and decrease to the
southwest where 10- to 15-percent porosity
and less than 10 millidarcys permeability
occurnear Danburydome.Rapidsubsidence
near thesalt domepreventedtheformation of
earlyfabric-freezingcementand thusallowed
considerable compaction during burial;
consequently,porosityis very low inthisthick
sandstone section. To the northeast, on the
other hand, depositionoccurred on a more
positivearea and sands were reworked and
partially cemented very early in their burial
history.
Temperature of the reservoir interval
increases southwestward as a result of
southwest dip of the T5-T6 unit in the syn-
cline. Approximately midway between the
Chocolate Bayou field and Danbury dome,
theT5 markeris deeperthan 13,500 feet, the
depthat which fluid temperaturesare greater
than3oo°F.
The prospective well site (fig. 52) has
been located on thebasisof thebestpossible
combination of sand thickness, permeability,
and temperature. Near Danbury dome, the
cumulative sandstone thickness is high,
individual sandstone beds are relatively thin,
and thefluid temperaturesare high;however,
permeability is very low. Northeastward, in
theChocolate Bayou field, thenetsandstone
is low, individual sandstone units are thick,
temperatures are low, and permeability is
high. The prospective well site has been
located between the areas where net sand-
stone thickness reaches 800 to 900 feet.
Thirty to 35 percent of the netsandstone will
have adequate permeability; average core
permeability should be between40 and 60
millidarcys. Fluid temperature is expectedto
be 300° F at the top of the sand interval,
13,500 feet, and 350°Fatthe base, 16,500
feet.
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Figure 49. Location ofwells whichpenetratedeeper than the T5 horizon, AustinBayouProspect. Location of theseismic line (fig. 50) is indicatedby the dotpattern.
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Figure 50. (above) Seismic line across the Austin BayouProspect (courtesy of Teledyne
ExplorationCompany).
Figure 51. (right) Collapse faults alongmargins ofa salt-withdrawalbasin as interpretedby
Seglund (1974).
Figure 52. Net-sandstonemap andlocation of test well site, Austin BayouProspect,Brazoria County, Texas.
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Vertical Distribution of Depositional Sequences Within ASingle Depositional Episode
Theprospectivesection within theAustin Bayouarea iscomposedof sevenprogradational
depositional sequences,several of which are characterized by low-porosity prodeltaand
distaldelta-front shaleandsandstone atthebase,and byporousdistributary-mouth barand
delta-plain sandstoneand shale at the top.
The T5-T6 unit in the Austin Bayou
Prospect iscomposed of a number of depo-
sitional sequences(shale-sandstonecycles)
similar to those described by Fisher (1969).
Ideally, thesedepositionalsequencesconsist
of prodeltashale atthebase, delta-front shale
and sand in the middle, and delta-plain
sandstone and shale at the top (fig. 53).
Several depositional sequencesweredepos-
ited during a single depositional episode.
Normally, depositionalsequences (fig. 54)
are incomplete,andseveral of theunits of the
ideal model may be lacking. A general in-
crease in the amount of sandstone, accom-
paniedby an increase in the porosity of the
sandstones within individual depositional
events, occurs upward in the cycle. This
increasein theamountof sandstoneandinits
porosity is well demonstrated on the strati-
graphic cross sections (figs. 55 to 58).
The base of each depositionalsequence
is represented by a thin shale unit with an
extremely low resistivity (fig. 57,PhillipsNo.1
Houston Farms "U," 12,680 to 12,700 feet).
Low resistivity reflects shale purity and low
contentof silt-sizedmaterial. Thisbasalshale
is interpretedas representing the transgres-
sive phase of the cycle (Galloway, personal
communication). Just above the basal
transgressiveshaleisathick sectionofhigher
resistivity shale containing rare, very thin,
intercalated siltstone beds. This shale is
interpretedasprodeltainorigin.Overlying the
prodelta deposits is the delta-front section
characterizedbyupwardincreasingamounts
of sandstone and correspondingcoarsening
of the sand grainsize.
The base of the T5-T6 progradational
cycle consists of distal delta-front deposits
characterized by thin, fine-grained sand-
stones interbedded with thick shale (fig. 57,
PhillipsNo. 1HoustonFarms "JJ," 15,290t0
15,910 feet).Distaldelta-frontdepositsgrade
upward into very-fine- to fine-grained sand-
stones of the delta-front slope intercalated
with thin shale units.Most of the thick sand-
stone-shale section from 15,020 to 17,335
feet in the Humble No. 1 Skrabanek is inter-
preted ashaving been depositedon a delta-
front slope (fig. 56). The depositionalevent
wasculminatedby depositionof thick,fine- to
medium-grained sandstones of the distribu-
tary-mouth bars (fig. 58, Texas Co. and Ft.




favorable reservoirs in the Austin Bayou
Prospect area. Thicker sandstone bodies
also occur laterally to this delta-front
sequence where sands were reworked by
marine processes into bars and spits; these
reworked sands accumulated on the mar-
ginal part of the delta front. Thick, blocky
sandstones,particularlyof the "A," "B," and
"C" sequences, represent relict distributary
channel-fill deposits on the Frio delta plain;
interbeddedshale was depositedin interdis-
tributaryareas.
Deltaic sedimentation dominated Frio
(T5-T6) deposition in the Austin Bayou
Prospect area. Sandstones of the lower
sequences were deposited on the distal
delta-front slope and the delta-front slope.
Uppermost sandstone facies were deposited
asdistributary-mouth barsandin distributary
channels onthe Frio deltaplain.This vertical
progradationalsequence pattern resulted
from early, rapid subsidence of the salt-
withdrawal basin, followed by later stability,
during which time delta-plain sediments
accumulated. Younger, deeper-water
prodeltastrata overlie the T5 marker.
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Figure 53. (above) Depositions/ environments of a
high-constructive lobate delta system interpreted
from electrical logpatterns (after Fisher, 1969).
Figure 54. (right) Depositional environmentsof high
-
constructive lobate delta systems interpreted from
electrical log of thePhillipsNo. 1 Houston"JJ.
"
Highestporosity andpermeability occurat top of
deltaic cycles in distributary channel-filland
distributary-mouth bardeposits.
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Figure 55. Location of wells whichpenetrate deeper than T5 horizon, Austin BayouProspect, andlocations ofstratigraphic sections DD',EE',andFF'.
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Figure 56. Stratigraphic section DD'.
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Areal Distribution of Lobate Deltas
Paleonet-sandstonemapsof eachdepositionalsequencewithinthereservoirsectionofthe
Austin Bayou Prospect indicate that these sands were deposited as high-constructive
lobate deltas.
Paleo net-sandstonemaps(figs.59 to62)
illustrate the interpreted distribution of sand
prior to penetrationof the Frio by salt struc-
tures and cutting by growth faults. These
paleonet-sandstone maps, therefore, show
original sand volume. A model by Fisher
(1969) of a high-constructive delta (fig. 63)
best representsthe distribution of sandstone
and shale within the T5-T6 interval of the
Austin BayouProspect.
The paleo net-sandstone map of
sequencesD-F(fig.59)outlinesa large lobate
delta 24 miles wide (strike direction) and at
least 30 miles long (dip direction). The
sandstonebodiesdowndipof thegrowth fault
system represent only theGulfward or distal
half of the entire lobate delta. Correlation
across the large number of growth faults on
thenorthwest sideof themapareais difficult;
therefore,theconfiguration of the sandstone
units which are equivalent to those mapped
here are not shown northwest of the faults.
The main axis of sediment transport was
across this fault zone very near the Danbury
dome. More than 1,000 feet of sediment
accumulated locally near the dome. This
sectionis wellillustratedintheD-Fsequences
of the Humble No. 1 Skrabanek and No. 1
Hunter wells (fig. 64) where sands are inter-
pretedas havingbeen depositedprimarily in
delta-front slope environments. To the
northeast, on the other hand, deltaic sands
werereworked and redepositedasdelta-front
marginal sandbodiesinthe more stablearea
of the Chocolate Bayoustructure.
The paleo net-sandstone maps of the
upperthreedepositionalsequencesC,B,and
A (figs. 60to 62)show aconsiderablythinner
section and more elongate shape of the
sandstone bodies than those of the D-F
sequences. Three depocenters occur in
sequences C and B: one which extends
acrossDanburydomeas in the previous D-F
sequences; a second which occurs north-
eastwardin theareaof ChocolateBayoufield,
and a third which occurs between the two
areas. In sequence A, the three delta lobes
have merged into a continuous band of
narrow, dip-elongated sandstone bodies.
Blocky spontaneouspotentiallogpatternsof
mostof thesandstoneunits oftheAsequence
indicate that the sands were deposited as
delta-plain,channel-fill,and distributary-
mouth bar deposits.
Superimposing the sanddistribution pat-
ternsobtained from the paleonet-sandstone
maps reveals the obvious progradational
nature of the entire T5-T6 depositionalepi-
sode (fig. 65). Wells in the map area will
encounter proximal deltaic deposits
(marginal delta front, distributary-mouth bar,
anddeltaplain)intheupperpart andprodelta
and distal deltaic deposits (distal delta-front
and delta-front slope) in the lower part.
Variations are expectedto occur depending
upon the location of the well with respect to
thelocation of majordelta lobes.
Figure 59.Paleo net-sandstone map ofdepositional sequences D-F (figs. 56-58).
57
Figure 60. Paleo net-sandstone map of depositional sequence C (figs. 56-58).
58
Figure 61. Paleo net-sandstone map ofdepositional sequence B (figs.56-58).
59
Figure 62. Paleo net-sandstone map of depositional sequenceA (figs. 56-58).
60
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Figure 63. Principaldepositional environments andsandpatterns, high-constructive lobate delta systems,
Gulf Coastbasin (Fisher, 1969).
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Figure 64. Stratigraphicsection DD'.
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Figure 65. Composite map, progradationallimits of depositional sequences D-F, C,andA (figs.59, 60,and62).
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Porosity and Permeability— Core Analysis
Porosity and permeability vary considerably both verticallyand laterally within each
depositionalsequencein the Austin BayouProspect.
Porosity and permeability in the Austin
Bayou Prospect vary both vertically within
eachdepositionalsequenceandalsolaterally
from one part of the Prospect to another.
Porosity and permeability are highest in the
Chocolate Bayou field, where porosity
ranges from 2 to 27 percent, and per-
meability, up to thousands of millidarcys.
Vertically, the best reservoir sandstones are
at the top of deltaic progradational
sequences— distributary-mouth bar and dis-
tributary channel-fill sandstones (fig.
66)— andthe worstarein thedelta-front slope
and distal delta-front deposits. Southwestof
Chocolate Bayou field, porosity and per-
meability from sidewall cores decrease to
between 9 and 34 percent and to less than
100 millidarcys, respectively. In this area,
sandstone units in the Humble No. 1
Skrabanek are tightlycemented with quartz
and calcite and have less leached porosity
than thosein Chocolate Bayou field (fig. 67).
Analysis of the sonic log indicates that the
entirereservoirsection in theSkrabanek well,
near Danbury dome, has porosity similar to
that determined frombothsidewall coresand
cuttings. Rapid subsidence accompanied
rapiddepositionnear the domeand resulted
inlimitedearlycementation andlater leaching
while the sands were still shallow and, sub-
sequently,permitted more compaction with
burial. In the Chocolate Bayou area, on the
otherhand,slowersubsidence allowed early
cementation which, in turn, prevented sig-
nificant compactionduringsubsequentburial
(fig.67).Extremelossofporositywithburial of
uncemented Pliocene sands in the Ventura
field, California, is well illustrated by Hsu
(1977). Hsu's work suggests that areas of
thickest sand accumulation in the Austin
Bayou Prospect contain reservoirs with low
porosity.
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Previous discussions in this report con-
cerning porosity and permeability refer to
measurements on cores under atmospheric
conditions. Core analyses of unconfined
cores, however, providemore reliable per-
meability values than analyses of sidewall
cores, because unconfined cores are
damaged less by recovery techniques and
are therefore more representative of the
formation rock in situ. An example is the
porosity-permeability relationships for both
cores andsidewall cores for a well located in
Nueces County (fig. 68). Porosities and
permeabilitiesof sidewall cores are sub-
stantially higher than those determined for
cores.
Permeability data from unconfined
specimens maybe satisfactory for predicting
thedeliverabilityof shallow reservoirs. As the
depth of the reservoir increases,and as the
reservoir pressuredeclines, the reduction of
permeability caused by the effective over-
burden pressure and temperature becomes
increasingly significant. Consequently,per-
meability from core analysis data can be
expectedto overestimate thedeliverabilityof
deepgeopressuredgeothermalreservoirs.
Alterations of permeability, porosity, and
elastic properties caused by pressure and
heat can have a substantialinfluence on the
bulk volume, pore fluid volume, and deliv-
erability of a reservior. For this reason, it is
important to understand the causes of dis-
crepancies that exist between porosity and
permeabilityvaluesmeasured on unconfined
cores and those measured on in situ sand-
stone reservoirs.
Effective overburden pressure of a res-
ervoir is the difference between the total
overburden pressure and the internal reser-
voir fluid pressure. When both overburden
pressure and reservoir fluid pressure are
varied, only the difference between the two
has a significant influence on the dynamic
physical properties of the reservoir rock. In
highly geopressured reservoirs, theeffective
overburden pressure will be relatively small
when production is first started, but it in-
creases in direct proportionto the decline in
reservoir fluid pressure over the producing
life of the reservoirs. Reduction in per-
meability associated with an increase in the
effective overburden pressure isof particular
importance in determining the permeability
and long-range deliverability of a geopres-
sured reservoir.
Thermal effects on permeabilitydepend
upon the natureof the pore fluid. Casseand
Ramey(1976) found that the oil permeability
of oil-saturated Berea sandstone was rela-
tively insensitivetoheat,and that theabsolute
permeability to gas was independent of
temperature. In water-saturated Berea
sandstone, however, aqueous permeability
was verysensitive to temperaturebecause of
thecombinedinfluence of thermal expansion
of grains into pores and pore throats, me-
chanical stresses caused by differentialex-
pansion of different minerals along different
crystallographicaxes,and fluid-rock surface
interactions. Determination of absolute per-
meabilitytowatercanbeseriouslyaffected by
theswelling of certain types of clayparticles,
such as montmoriilonite. However, increas-
ing the salinity of water tends to reduce the
swelling potentialof the clays.The deactiva-
tion of the swelling potentialof clays by heat
(Grim, 1962) is an interesting phenomenon
whichmight be detectable in deepreservoirs
that have been exposed to high tempera-
tures. In a flowing water well,clay particles
can be dislodged from the rock, obstruct or
plug flow channels,and reducepermeability.
Gas released from solution in a pressure-
reduced reservoir will decrease the effective
permeabilityto water in the samemanner.
Empirical relationships show that per-
meability normally increases as porosity
increases. The type of porosity has an in-
fluenceonpermeability;forexample,isolated
pore spaces (vugs) which are not intercon-
nected with flow channels, microcracks in
cement, poreswithinkaoliniteclay,and pore
fillings do not contribute to effective
permeability.
Permeabilityvalues for unconfined cores
fromgeopressured formations penetratedby
a well inBrazoriaCountyrangefromless than
0.1 millidarcy for cores with low po-
rosities of less than 15 percent to several
hundred millidarcys in the porosity range
from 20 to 30 percent (fig. 69). In the No. 1
Houston "JJ" well (fig. 69) initial effective
overburdenpressure was3,870psiatadepth
of 15,244 feet (just above thecored interval).
The value of the effective overburden pres-
sure is based on abottom-hole pressure of
11,375 psi recorded in 1965 (fig. 70); a
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bottom-hole temperature of 321 °F was
recordedat thesame time.One year later (in
1966) a bottom-hole pressure of 5,600 psi
was measured at the same depth. Hence,
during this 12-month period the reservoir
pressure declined by 5,775 psi, and the
effective overburden pressure increased
from3,870 to9,644psi.Although incomplete
information is available on the effect of
overburdenpressureand temperatureon gas
and liquidpermeabilities,Casse and Ramey
(1976) noted that absolute permeability to
waterinBerea sandstone (fig. 71)decreased
by over 30 percent when subjected to a
confining pressure of 4,000 psi at a tem-
perature of 300° F. These pressure and
temperatureconditions areroughly the same
as those previously described in the No. 1
Houston "JJ" well when production was
started in 1965. The additional reduction in
permeability,caused bypressuredecline and
resulting buildup of effective overburden
pressure to 9,644 psi, cannotbe determined
from figure71. However,extrapolationof the
trend of the relationship shown in figure 71
indicates that total reduction in permeability
willexceed50percent.DatafromMcLatchie,
Hemstock, and Young (1958) show that
rocks with low permeabilityaremore sensitive
to changes in effective overburden pressure
than rocks with high permeability(fig. 72).
Reductions in permeability approach 90
percent when low-permeability rocks are
subjected to effective overburden pressures
of 5,000 psi or more.
Even if a 50-percent reduction of core-
analysispermeabilities(fig. 69) is allowed to
account for effective overburden pressures
observed in deep geopressured reservoirs,
the resultant permeabilities remain much
higher than those obtained from production
flow tests. For example, a comparison of
original and late-time performancecurves
(fig. 73) for (1) a highly geopressuredres-
ervoir,the "S" Sandstone in thePhillipsNo. 1
Houston "FF," and (2) a slightly geopres-
suredreservoir, theupper Weitingsandstone
in the PhillipsNo. 1Rekdahl, indicates thata
much greater reduction of permeability oc-
curs inthe reservoir that wasoriginallyhighly
geopressured.Curves for the No. 1 Houston
"FF" show that the flow rate q decreased
substantiallyata constant value of the pres-
suredrawdown parameter F-p2wf //zz dur-
ing production time interval between original
and late flow tests. Similar curves for the
Rekdahl well show that qchanged little but
increased somewhat for a constant value of
thepressuredrawdown parameter.Theangle
between the original and late-time perfor-
mance curves should provide a qualitative
estimate of how much the Kh product
diminished during the production time inter-
val. Clearly, largest reduction in the Kh
product occurred in thehighly geopressured
reservoir. Quantitativemethods for calculat-
ing permeability from well-productiontests
are discussed in detail in thenext section.
Figure 66. Depositional environments ofhigh-constructive lobate delta systems interpreted from electrical log
ofPhillipsNo. 1Houston "JJ."Highestporosity andpermeability occur at top ofdeltaic cycles in
distributary channel-fillanddistributary-mouth bardeposits.
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Figure 67. (left) Rock consolidation stages with
increasing depthof burial (upper) andcase histories
ofconsolidation in the Chocolate Bayou/Alta Loma
field areas,Danbury dome area, andLower Texas
area (lower).
Figure 68. Comparison ofporosities andpermeabilities
from coresandsidewall cores from a well inNueces
County, Texas.
Figure 69. Porosity-permeability relationship from
coremeasurements made at atmosphericpressure for
PhillipsNo. 1Houston "JJ," Chocolate Bayou
field,Brazoria County, Texas.
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Figure 70. History ofdecline in bottom-hole pressure forNo. 1 Houston "JJ,"Chocolate Bayou field, Brazoria
County, Texas.
Figure 72. Reduction in oilpermeability versus effectiveoverburdenpressure (McLatchie,Hemstock and
Young, 1958).
Figure 71. Absolutepermeability to water versus
temperature for Berea sandstone under confining
pressures up to 4,000psi (Casse andRamey, 1976).
Figure 73. Comparison oforiginalandlate-time
performance curves forhighly geopressuredandslightly
geopressured reservoirs in Chocolate Bayou field,
Brazoria County, Texas (Farina, 1976).
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Permeability— Well ProductionFlow Tests
The effective gas permeabilities determined from productionflow tests are estimated to
range fromIto6 millidarcys, andabsolute permeabilitiesliebetween 2 and10 millidarcys
for selected wells in theChocolate Bayou field,Brazoria County,Texas.
Many of the sandstone reservoirs
producing gas and condensate in the
Chocolate Bayou field have pay thicknesses
from 10 to 30 feet. Methods used for
evaluating gas permeability from pressure
buildup data and for converting gas per-
meability to absolute permeability are ex-
plained below. A method for computing
permeability and skin factor from absolute
open-flow potential tests (AOFPT) is also
discussed. Agreement between permeabili-
tiesobtained from pressure builduptestsand
from AOFPTisnotalwaysgood,asshown by
comparative data for several wells located in
the Chocolate Bayou field (table 1). Per-
meability values from pressure build-
updatarangefrom1.6to16.5millidarcys and
those from AOFPT vary from 1.4 to 131
millidarcys. Thegeneralqualityandscatterof
data from AOFPT for gas wells in Brazoria
County make the validity of these per-
meabilities questionable.The general per-
formancecharacteristicsofgas wellssuggest
that a conservative interpretationof per-
meability data should be made. Hence, it is
concluded that the effective permeabilities
probably liebetween 1and 6millidarcys, and
absolute permeabilities are estimated to
range from 2 to about 10 millidarcys. It is
importantto notethat thesepermeabilitydata
are for relatively tight, thin, gas-bearing
reservoirs. It is expectedthat thethicker and
more porous water reservoirs in the Austin
Bayou Prospect will have higher perme-
abilities.
Pressure buildup analysis— Effective
permeability of a reservoir can be estimated
from the rise inbottom-hole pressure (BHP)
when a producingwell is shut in.The method
is valuable because effective permeability is
based on actual performance of a well and
represents average reservoir propertiesof a
major portion of the drainage area, rather
than the limited area around the well bore.
Excessive pressuredrop in the vicinity of the
well bore (skin effect) detracts from the
producingcapabilityof the well. Skineffect is
commonlythe resultof damagessustainedby
drilling, completion, and production prac-
ticesandprobablyextends adistance of less
than 20 feet from the well. The method for
evaluating effective permeability involves
equations which define the buildupcharac-
teristics for the shut-in well as functions of
time,productionratepriortoshut-in,radius of
drainage of the well, compressibility and
viscosity of the reservoir fluid, and porosity
and permeabilityof the drainagearea.
The method of Homer (1951) involves
plotting the buildupof reservoirpressure Pr2
asafunction of a time ratio(T + A t / A t),
where T is the length of the producing time
beforeshut in,and Atis the shut-in periodof
time. A semilog plotof this pressure buildup
data should result in astraight line with slope
M that is inversely proportionalto the mean
formation permeability as indicated by the
relation:
1637Trqjuz mXh = M^ <11
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M (logT + 2.65)
where:
X = permeability (md)
h = pay thickness (feet)
Tr =formation temperature (°R)
q =gas flow rate (MCFPD)
ju =viscosity of gas (cp)
z =gasdeviation factor
Pr =averagereservoir pressure (psig)
Pwf=bottom-holeflowingpressure (psig)
0 = fractional porosity
rw =wellboreradius (feet)
T = flow period (minutes or hours)
At =shut-in period (minutes orhours)
Asanexample,a pressurebuildupplotfor
the No. 1Gardiner, Chocolate Bayou field,
Brazoria County,gives a slopeM = 0.58 x
106 psig per cycle (fig. 74). The effective
permeabilityfor this wellwas computedtobe
5.2millidarcys, and theEDR was1.3. Values
of formation parameters used for these cal-
culations are givenbelow:
flow time (T) 60 minutes
flow rate (q) 1,765 MCFPD
depth of producingsand . . . 11,779 feet
sand thickness (h) 25 feet
bottom-holetemperature 260° F
gravity of gas 0.654
viscosity of gas (ju) 0.03 cp
gas deviation factor (z) 1.21
reservoir pressure (Pr) 7,575 psig
formation flowingpressure
in wellbore (Pwf ) 7,347 psig
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Multipoint open-flow potential tests— An
important sourceof flowdatais from absolute
open-flowpotential tests (AOFPT), com-
monly called four-point open-flow potential
tests. The AOFPT are a series of measure-
ments of flowing bottom-hole pressures




can be used to determine theKh productand
skin factor by analytical procedures de-
scribed by Odeh and Jones (1965). Useful-
ness of the techniqueis highly dependenton
theaccuracyof the pressure measurements.
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where- Mg = viscosity of gas (cp)
kg = permeability to gas (md)
0 = fractional porosity
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= compressibilityof gas (psi"1 )
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Bg =formationvolume factor
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Details of calculations required in the
analysis of multi-point open-flow potential
test dataare given by Matthews and Russell
(1967). Results from AOFPT analysis of data
for the Phillips No. 1 Gardiner give a per-
meability of1.4millidarcys andaskinfactor of
-2(fig. 75).Theseresultsagreefairly well with
thosefrompressurebuildupdatagivenearlier
where X was5.2 millidarcysand S was 3.
Calculation of absolute permeabil-
ity— Absolute permeability is determined by
flow tests on rocks that are fully saturated by
a single fluid. Presence of other fluids within
therock reduces theability of the first fluid to
flow. This reduced permeability is called the
effective permeabilityto thefirstfluid. Relative
permeability is the ratio of the effective
permeability to theabsolute permeability and
varies from 0 to 1. Relative permeabilityis
The effective gas permeability(Kg) de-
termined from pressure buildup tests was
estimated to lie between 1 and 6 millidarcys
for wells in Chocolate Bayou field. Relative
permeability to the non-wetting phase (Km)
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where: (subscripts) n =non-wetting phase
Km = Krg=relativepermeability to gas w
= wettingphase
p= fluid saturation (fractional) m
=minimumsaturationvalues attained
ty = immobilephasesaturation underdynamic flow conditions
(fractional) (fractional)
KgAbsolutepermeability X = -rr~
Krg
hence X, = 1 =15 md,
0.66
and K2 = 6 =Q Imd0.66
It is assumed that the immobile wetting
phase saturation is 30 percent,and pn is
60 percent since some water production
(about 10 percent)is observed. The value of
0.18 for pnm is based on a gas recovery
efficiency of 70 percent assumed for Gulf
Coast wells, that is, pnm = (1-0.7) (.6) =
0.18.Numerical evaluationof Krginequation
(6) gives a value of 0.66.
influenced by the portionof the pore volume
occupiedbyeach fluid and by how the fluids
are distributed and segregated within the
rock. Segregation is a function of saturation
levels and the wetting characteristics of the
rock and the respectivefluids. Mostreservoir
rocks areconsidered tobe waterwetbecause
they were originally laid down in a water
environment. Where gas and waterare the
predominantreservoir fluids, gas is the non-
wetting phase and, of course, water is the
wettingphase.
where X, and K2 are the low and high values
of absolute permeability based on the range
of effective gas permeabilitiesdetermined
from production flow tests.
Table 1. Examplesof effective permeabilities and skin factors computed from flow tests made
early in life of wells in Chocolate Bayoufield,Brazoria County, Texas.
Figure 74. (above)Pressure buildup for gasproduced from lower
Weiting sandstones,PhillipsNo. 1 Gardiner, Chocolate Bayoufield, Brazoria County, Texas.
Figure 75. (right) Data from open-flow potential tests used to calculateKhandSfor PhillipsNo. 1 Gardiner, Chocolate Bayou field,BrazoriaCounty, Texas.
AOFPT
BHP Buildup (4-pt. Tests)
BHP Kh X Kh X
Well Name Perforated Zone (psia) (feet) (md-ft) (md) (md-ft) (md
Houston "FF" No. 1 15,239-15,384 12,420 29 113 3.9 0 1430* 49* 65
Houston "X"No. 1 12,099-12,110 8,623 10 128** 12.8** 3 12 1.2 -5




10 165 16.5 11 31 3.1 0
Gardiner No. 1 25 148 5.2 3 34 1.4 -2
Houston "W" No. 1 12,089-12,108 5,730 14 1840 131 49
Rekdahl No. 1 11,376-11,397 5,290 8 14 1.7 8 225* 28* 14
Houston "EE" No. 1 14,641-14,724 12,422 12 18* 1.5* -2
Millington No. 1
Houston "M" No. 2
11,015-11,022 4,515 25 40 1.6 2.8
11,396-11,404 2,572 8 20 2.5
*Scatter ofdata makes analysis questionable.*Insufficient data makeanalysis questionable.
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Permeability— Reservoir FluidDeliverability
A flow rateof 40,000barrelsperdaycan beachieved in areservoir witha permeabilityof10
millidarcys, asand thickness of 383 feet, and a drawdown pressureof 2,000 psi.
It is assumed that the geopressured
reservoir selected for testing has enough
porosity to contain the volume of water
required for long-range requirements of the
geothermal project. Adequate porosity
(about 20 percent) was an important con-
sideration in selecting the prospective
geothermal test-well site. However, per-
meability is the most critical factor affecting
fluid production rates.
The water flow rate from a reservoir is
controlled by parameters in the equation.
where:
q =flow rate (barrels/day)
X =permeability (md)
h = formationthickness (feet)
Pr =averagereservoir pressure (psig)
Pwf =bottom-hole flowing pressure (psig)
l± = viscosity of formationwater (cp)
B = formationvolume factor
re =radius of reservoir (feet)
rw =radius of well (feet)
S =skin factor
If the low permeabilities (2 to 10 mil-
lidarcys)found ingas-producingreservoirsin
Brazoria County are also typical of water-
producing reservoirs, then the formation
thickness must be increasedsubstantially to
obtain adequatewaterflow rates.Actually the
thick,water-bearingsandstones inthe Austin
BayouProspect are expectedto have better
permeability characteristics than the thin,
gas-bearingsandstone beds. It is not possi-
ble, however, to makea quantitativeevalua-
tionof thepermeability of these water-bearing
sandstones until a well is drilled andsuitable
production tests are made. The possibility
exists for increasing the producing capacity
of deepreservoirsbya factorof 1to 1Vz using
currently available hydraulic fracturing tech-
nologyandproppingmaterials.Theexpected
developmentof stronger propping agents in
the near future may result in increasing the
flow ratesbyafactor of 2Vz to 3(Podio,Gray,
Isokrari, Knapp,Silberberg and Thompson,
1976).
Estimates of sandstone thickness
required to produce 20,000 and 40,000
barrels of waterperday (B/D)amountto 191
and 383 feet, respectively,assuming a per-
meability of 10 millidarcys and a drawdown
pressure of 2,000 psi (fig. 76). Thickness
requirements decrease as permeability and
drawdownpressureincrease asshown bythe
simplified relations (below) obtained from





formationvolume factor (B) =1.0
radius of reservoir (rc ) =930 feet
radius of wellbore(rw ) =0.5 feet








141.2/zB(lnrc/rw -.75 + S) }
for q=20,000 B/D (fig.76):
3.828 x 106 ,qn
h = K(AP) (8)
forq=40,000 B/D (tig. 76):
7.656 x 106
h ~ X (AP) (9)
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Figure 76. Sand thickness requiredtoproduce (a) 20,000 and (b)40,000barrels of waterper day as a function ofdrawdown pressure for
permeabilities from 2 to 20millidarcys.
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SalinityandMethane Content
Salinities vary from 40,000 to80,000 ppm, andmethane contentmay range from25 to 45
cubic feet per barrel for formation waterscommonly found in the Chocolate Bayou field,
Brazoria County,Texas.
Salinity of formation waters— Salinity
variations observed in formation waters of
Chocolate Bayou field, Brazoria County,
Texas,are dependenton the history of water
movementin thereservoir andareinfluenced
by the followingprocesses (Fowler,1970).
1.Selective retention of ions by compact-
ing shales acting as membranes may
dilute original formationwatersas res-
ervoirpressures decline.
2. Dilution may also be caused by con-
densation ofwatervapor fromgasthat is
being produced.This normally occurs
when gas-water ratios are high.
3. Increases in salinitymay occur ina res-
ervoir when more saline waters break
through fromadjacentaquifers.Entryof
water from other aquifers can occur
when permeabilitybarriersbreak down
as a result of pressure decline in the
reservoir. If the waters from adjacent
aquifers are fresher than reservoir
water, salinity of the produced water
decreases.
As a result of processes listed above,
Fowler (1970) observes that the typical
pattern of salinity variation in the Chocolate
Bayou field is oneof dilution over aperiod of
time. The history of salinity variations in the
area,however, is complex,andexceptionsto
theaboveobservation are known to occur.
Fowler (personal communication)
selected salinities that he believed were
typical of the connate watersof a number of
formations at depths ranging from 8,600 to
12,833 feet. These salinities average about
40,000ppmatdepthsof8,600to 10,000feet,
then increasesharply to values ranging from
50,000 to 87,000 ppm atdepthsof 11,000to
12,800 feet (fig. 77). The observed increase
in salinity with depth in the geopressured
formations of the Chocolate Bayou field is at
variance with the strong dilution of salinity
notedbySchmidt(1973)inthegeopressured
zone of the Manchester field, Calcasieu
Parish,Louisiana(fig.78). Thesevariations in
salinity values between different fields in
different locations may notbe unusual.
Methane content— The solubility of
methane in formation water is influenced by
pressure, temperature, and salinity. At con-
stant temperature, solubility increases as a
function of pressure, as shown by exper-
imental data (fig. 79) of Culberson and
McKetta (1951). At constant pressure,
solubility at first decreases slowly, then
increases rapidly as temperature rises. In-
creasingsalinity reduces methane solubility
at different rates dependingon temperature
(fig. 80),as shown by Dodson and Standing
(1944). For salinities up to 40,000 ppm, the
rate of solubility reduction decreases as the
temperature rises. By using the data of
Dodsonand Standing (1944)andCulberson
and McKetta (1951 ), solubility of methane is
estimated (fig.81)forabottom-hole pressure
of 10,000 psia, salinities exceeding 40,000
ppm, and a temperature of 300° F. A linear




° , and 250 ° Ftoa
salinity of 100,000 ppm.The curvefor 300° F
isalsoestimated andextrapolatedto 100,000
ppm. Brill and Beggs (1975) show that at a
salinityof 300,000 ppmtheaqueoussolubility
of natural gas is reduced to 20 to 30percent
of its solubilityin pure water in the tempera-
ture range fromabout 90° to 250° F(fig. 82).
Although the solubility of methane
decreases as salinity rises, an increase in
temperature in the geopressured zone (fig.
77)causesasmall netincrease insolubility in
spite of thehighersalinity.Forexample,inthe
hydropressurezoneata depthof 9,600 feet,
the temperatureisabout225° F,thesalinityis
about 40,000 ppm, and the solubility of
methane (fig. 81) is about 29 standardcubic
feet per barrelof water.In the geopressured
zoneatadepthof12,500feet, thesalinity has
increased to about 70,000 ppm, but the
temperature has also increased to 275 °F,
and the solubility of methane rises to 33
standard cubic feet per barrel of water.
Figure 77. Salinity and temperature of formation waters.Chocolate Bayou field,Brazoria County, Texas.
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Figure78. Change in formation water salinity with depth
related to occurrenceof thegeopressured zone,Manchester
Field, Calcasieu Parish,Louisiana (Schmidt, 1973).
Figure 79. Volumetric solubility of methane in water
(Culberson andMcKetta, 1951).
Figure 80. (top)Solubility correction factor for
salinityof formation water (Dodson and
Standing, 1944).
Figure 81. (above) Effectofsalinity and temperature
onsolubilityofmethane in water atconstant
pressure of 10,000psi.
Figure 82. (left)Effectofsalinity on the amount of




The average geothermal gradient is I.B°F per 100 feet, and reservoir fluid pressures lie
between 0.465and0.98 psiaper foot for depthsbelow 10,000 feet inthe ChocolateBayou
field,Brazoria County,Texas.
Geothermal gradients along the Gulf
Coastare knownto range fromabout1.4° to
2.4°F per 100 feet. In BrazoriaCounty, the
geothermal gradient is about I.B°F per 100
feet, as indicated by bottom-hole tempera-
tures measured just prior to production flow
tests for a number of wellsat depths ranging
from 8,500 to 18,000 feet (fig. 83). Temper-
atures of 250° and 300°F occur atdepths of
about 11,000 feet and 13,800 feet, respec-
tively. Wells must be drilled to more than
16,000 feet to find temperatures near 350°F.
Measured bottom-hole temperatures are
higherthan thoseobtainedfrom well logs that
are corrected to approximate equilibrium
temperatures according to the relation
developedby Kehle (1971).
TE =TL-8.819 x 10~l2D3 -2.143 (10)








Kehle relationshipfor depths from 7,000 to
20,000 feet shows a maximum correction of
32.9° Fatadepthof13,000 feet (fig.84).The
correction diminishesto 7.4° Fat 20,000feet,
25.5° F at 7,000 feet, and zero near the
surface.
In Brazoria County, computed equi-
librium temperatures underestimate mea-
suredbottom-hole temperatures by6° to20°
(fig. 83). Better agreement is observed as
depth increases. Geothermal gradient es-
tablished by least-squares fit is 1.98°F per
100 feet for equilibrium temperatures from
well logs comparedtoI.B° Fper 100feet for
measured bottom-hole temperatures. Ob-
served discrepanciesare not surprising.The
empirical relationship developedby Kehle
(1971)is basedon a statisticalstudy of many
wells over a widearea alongthe Gulf Coast
andwill notalwaysagreewith temperatures in
local areas.
Reservoir-fluid pressures are an impor-
tant aspect of geopressured aquifers
because they control the primary driving




calculated from well logs,Brazoria
County,Texas.
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The effective overburden stress on the
reservoir rock is controlled by fluid pressure;
when this stress becomes excessive, com-
pression occurs, the bulk volume of the
formation is reduced, and subsidence may
set in. Aquifers in the Chocolate Bayou field
are commonly geopressured below adepth
of about 10,000 feet (fig. 85). Geopressure
gradientslie between 0.465and0.98psiaper
foot.
Figure 84. (above) Temperature corrections as a function ofdepth for
adjusting well-log temperatures to approximateequilibrium temperatures.
Figure 85. (left) Staticbottom-hole pressures versusdepth for anumberof
wells.Chocolate Bayou field,Brazoria County, Texas.
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Reservoir Pressure Decline and Hydrocarbon Production Histories
Deliverabilityof hydrocarbons is typically high during the early life of geopressured
reservoirs,but drops sharplyas reservoir pressures decline.
Pressure decline and hydrocarbon
production behavior of geopressuredreser-
voirs in the Gulf Coast area are dependent
upon many complex interacting factors.
These factors include intrinsic physical
properties of the reservoir rock, geological
environment, location of faults, dynamic
driving forces acting on fluids, well comple-
tion techniques, economics, and man-
agementpolicy.Thelistcould be expandedto
include virtually every phase of petroleum
technology. Here, it is sufficient to state that
the behavior of each reservoir is generally
unique and unpredictable.Normal trends of
wellperformance,however,canbepredicted
for gas-condensate production from geo-
pressuredreservoirs. Typically,deliverability
is highduring theearly life of these wells,then
drops sharply when semi-steady-state con-
ditionsareachieved.Deliverability isreduced
greatly over the life of the wells as reservoir
pressures decline, although many wells are
still producing after 10 or12 years.
Most wells that were drilled in Brazoria
Countyproducedgasandcondensate;afew
produced oil; and, of course, many wells
turned out to be dry holes as far as hydro-
carbon productionwasconcerned.
Pressure decline and production curves
for several wells are discussedbelow. Wells
were selected to illustrate the diverse
behavior of reservoirsnear theAustin Bayou
Prospect (fig. 86).
The Phillips No. 1 Gardiner, South
Chocolate Bayou field, Brazoria County,
Texas— This well wasdrilledin1964 toa total
depthof13,500feet andproducedgasandoil
froma14-foot interval(11,772to 11,786feet)
in the lower Weiting sandstone.Earlyhistory
of the well is marked by a rapid decline in
bottom-hole pressure from 7,589 to 4,823
psia in less than 12 months(fig. 87). Original
geopressure gradient (0.644 psi/foot)de-
clined to the hydropressure gradient level
(0.465 psi/foot) inless than10months.Initial
bottom-hole temperature of 260°F declined
somewhat for the first few months, then
increased to a maximum value of 263°F
before declining gradually back to 260°F
after a periodof 28 months.
Annual gas and oil production peaked
duringtheearly life of thewellat1,644 MMCF
(million cubic feet) and 167,000 barrels,
respectively (fig. 88). The well producedfor
only four months in 1964; hence, low
productionvaluesare recorded forthatyear.
After 16 months the annual gas and oil
productiondeclined to 33MMCFand91,700
barrels,respectively.At thispointthewell was
reclassified fromagas well toanoil well bythe
Texas Railroad Commission. Thereafter,
production from the well was recorded as
casinghead gas and oil. Currently, after 12
years, thewell is producingatan annual rate
of about 20 MMCF of casinghead gas and
2,250 barrels of oil.
The Phillips No. 1 Houston "JJ," South
Chocolate Bayou field, Brazoria County,
Texas— This well wasdrilled toa totaldepthof
17,020 feet and was completed as a gas
producer in 1965. Production was from the
"S" sandstone through .perforations in the
depth interval of 15,187 to 15,332 feet.
Bottom-hole temperature was 321 °F at
15,244 feet.Bottom-holepressure atadepth
of 15,244 feet decreased from the initial
11,375 psia to 5,599psiaduring thefirst year
(fig. 89). Four-and-one-half years later the
well wasproducing95percent salt waterand
the bottom-hole pressure was 4,272 psia.
Initial geopressuregradient of 0.746 psi/foot
declined to the hydropressuregradient level
(0.465 psi/foot) in a periodof 6 months and
reachedavalueof 0.28psi/footwhenthewell
wentto saltwater.At thispoint(1970)thewell
was recompleted into the lower Weiting
sandstone and produced gas and conden-
satefrom perforationsinthe depth intervalof
14,613 to 14,741 feet (fig. 90).
Initial gas and condensate production
from the "S" sandstone was 2,259 MMCF
and 32,523 barrels,respectively, during
1965.In1967, thewell produced290 MMCF
of gas and 173 barrels of condensate.
Production increased again before the well
wenttosaltwaterin1970 (fig.90).Production
from the lower Weiting sandstone continued
for threeyears until the well died in1973 and
was pluggedand abandoned in1974.
The PhillipsNo. 1Houston "FF," South
Chocolate Bayou field, Brazoria County,
Texas— The No. 1Houston "FF" was drilled
to a total depth of 17,201 feet; the well was
completed in 1964. The Patrick sandstone
was tested in the depth interval 16,776 to
16,870 feet. Bottom-hole temperature was
338° Fand bottom-hole pressure was10,095
psiaata depthof16,700feet. Apparently the
production test was unsuccessful since no
production from the Patrick sandstone was
recorded.
Initial production was from the "S"
sandstone from the depth intervalof 15,238
to 15,386 feet. Reservoir temperature was
318° Fand the 24-hour shut-in pressure was




measured at a depth of 15,312 feet after a
shut-in period of 48 hours. There-
after,temperaturedecreasedover aperiodof
several months and stabilized and remained
constantat 322 °F for several years (fig. 91).
Bottom-hole pressures measured at a
depth of 15,293 feet in the "S" sandstone
declined ina periodof about17 months from
12,273 psia in August 1964 to 5,215 psia in
January 1966 (fig. 91). At that time much of
the driving force provided by gas compres-
sibility had been expended;thereafter,pres-
sures declined at a much slower rate and




declined to about 66 MMCF in 1973.
Production from this well was increased
dramatically in 1974 by perforating the
sandstoneintervalfrom13,788 to13,824 feet
(fig. 92).In1976,production wasdownagain
and the Banfield sandstone (depth un-
specified) was perforated in an effort to
increase production.
A plot of bottom-hole pressures, cor-
rected for gas compressibility Z, versus
cumulative production from the "S" sand-
stone,fails to givea straight-line relationship
(fig.93).Volumeof originalgas inplaceGcan
be calculated when a linear relationship
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exists, but in this case, G is estimated by
extrapolation of the curve to a zero value of
P/Z.
TheGeneralCrudeOilCo.,No.3Houston
Farms Dev. Co., South Chocolate Bayou
field,Brazoria County, Texas— This well was
completedinDecember 1960 toa total depth
of 13,472 feet and produced gas and con-
densate from the 8-foot-thick Frio "P"
sandstone in the depth interval 12,510 to
12,518 feet. Production did not commence
until July 1964 (fig. 94). In 1965, the annual
production was791 MMCF ofgasand35,728
barrels of condensate. Production decline
curves are not as steep as most of the wells
described previously and are also relatively
free of rapid fluctuations over the12 years of
production history. The well was still
producing in 1976 at annual rates of about
122 MMCF of gas and 1,350 barrels of
condensate. Bottom-hole pressure and
temperature values of 9,087 psi and 275° F,
respectively, were recorded in 1961 at a
depth of 12,505 feet. In summary, this thin
sandstone producedover 5 billioncubic feet
of gas and about 190,000 barrels of con-
densateover a periodof 121/2 years.
The Phillips No. 2 Houston "M,"
Chocolate Bayou field, Brazoria County,
Texas— The Houston "M" No. 2 had a rela-
tively weak productionhistory caused partly
by the close proximity of a fault which re-
stricted the area of drainage. The well was
completedinSeptember1956 and produced
gas and condensate from the Rycade sand-
stone between depths of 11,396 and 11,404
feet. Production curves and well-log re-
sponses through the production zone are
shown in figure 95. After producing for 71/3
years the well was shut in during 1964 and
pluggedin1965.
Figure 88. (right)Productionhistory ofPhillipsNo. 1Gardiner,Chocolate Bayou field, Brazoria County,
Texas.
Figure 86. (above) Location of wells, Chocolate
Bayou field, selected to illustratepressure decline
andproductionbehavior ofreservoirs nearAustin
Bayou Prospect.
Figure 87. (right)Early history ofbottom-hole
pressures and temperatures inPhillipsNo. 1Gardiner,
Chocolate Bayou field, Brazoria County, Texas.
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Figure89. (left)History ofdecline in bottom-hole
pressure for No. 1Houston "JJ,"Chocolate Bayou
field, Brazoria County, Texas.
Figure 90. (below left)Productionhistory ofPhillips
No. 1Houston "JJ," Chocolate Bayou field,
Brazoria County, Texas.
Figure 91. (belowright) History of declinein bottom-
hole pressure andtemperature for PhillipsNo. 1
Houston "FF,"Chocolate Bayou field,
Brazoria County, Texas.
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Figure 92. (left)Productionhistory ofPhillipsNo. 1
Houston "FF,"Chocolate Bayou field,
Brazoria County, Texas.
Figure 93. (above)P/Z versus cumulative production
from the "S"sandstone,PhillipsNo. 1Houston "FF,"
Chocolate Bayou field, Brazoria County,
Texas (Farina, 1976).
Figure94. (left)Production historyof General Crude Oil
Company No. 3HoustonFarmsDevelopment Company,
Chocolate Bayou field, Brazoria County, Texas.
Figure 95. (above)Production history of PhillipsNo.2
Houston "M,"Chocolate Bayou field,
Brazoria County, Texas.
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Disposal of Geothermal Waste Water
In the shallow subsurface (2,000 to3,000 feet)of thegeothermal test-wellsitearea, porous
sandstone sections comprising 1,300 to 1,500 feet are available for disposal of huge
quantitiesof waste water.
Water produced at a rate of 20,000 to
40,000barrelsperdayfromageothermal well
in Brazoria County will probably have to be
disposed of by injection into shallower
sandstone reservoirs.Highsalinity(40,000 to
85,000 ppm, fig. 96) and possible high
concentration of certain traceelements,such
asboron,will probablyprohibitwaterdisposal
atthe surface (GustavsonandKreitler,1976).
It is anticipatedthat for each producing
geothermal well several disposal wells will
have to be drilled into the shallower, thick
sandstones of Miocene to Pleistocene age
(figs.97 and 98). The disposal interval must
be located beneath the deepest freshwater
zones and above the shallowestoil and gas
zones.Thus, in the area of the test well site
(fig. 97) the disposal interval will be between
thedepths of 2,000 and 7,000 feet (fig. 98).
Fromexisting well control,it is estimated that
inthis5,000-foot intervalthere willbe1,500to
1,800 feet of sandstone suitable for injection
of the geothermalwater.
Two saltwaterdisposal wells occur in the
area of the test well site, the Texaco No. 3B
Wilson and the Exxon No. 2B Korenek (fig.
97). TheTexacoNo.3BWilsonhasI,3oofeet
of sandstonein a3,500-foot interval,and the
Exxon No. 2B Korenek has 1,500 feetover a
4,000-foo] interval in the injection zone.
These wells indicate that disposal of geo-
thermalwastewaterbyinjection isaplausible
method in thegeothermal test wellsitearea.
Figure 96.Salinity and temperatureof formation
waters, Chocolate Bayou field, Brazoria
County, Texas.
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Figure 97. (below) Thickness ofsandstone suitable for disposal ofgeothermal waste water
in shallow subsurface nearproposed test well site, andlocation ofsection AA'
shownin figure98.
Figure 98. (right)Cross section ofdisposal intervalin proposed test well area.
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PredictedReservoir Performance
More than10billion barrelsof water inplacein theprospectivesandstonereservoirsof the
Austin Bayou Prospectcontain potential electrical energyof 1,733 MW-yr and400 billion
cubic feet of methane insolution.
Geological analysis indicates that the
proposed test well in the Austin Bayou
Prospect will drain many sandstone units in
an area of approximately16 square miles.
Thethickness of these sandstonesis 840 feet
and is thesumof allsandstoneunits indicated
by the interpolated spontaneous-potential
log of thetest well for zones A,B,C,D, E,and
F(fig. 99).An averageporosity of 20percent
or more is predicted for 250 feet of the total
sandstone; the remaining 560 feet has a
porosity that variesbetween5and20percent
and averages 15 percent. The total bulk
volume of all of the sandstone units is 360
billioncubic feet,and thetotal pore volumeis
60 billion cubic feet. Provided that all pore
space is filled with water, the aquifer will
containmore than10 billionbarrels of water;
if thewatercontains 40cubic feet of methane
perbarrel,as illustratedearlier, then thetotal
gasresource shouldbe 426 billion cubic feet
in place.
House, Johnson,and Towse (1975) es-
timate thepotentialelectrical energyof deep
(16,000 feet) geopressuredgeothermal res-
ervoirsat3o0oFtobe49.l x 10"11MW-yrper
pound of reservoir water in place. Based on
this estimate, the total electrical energy
potential of watercontained by reservoirs in
the Austin Bayou Prospect is 1,733 MW-yr.
To obtain the available electrical energy, the
in-place potential must be multiplied by a
recovery factor, which is the fraction of
in-place water that can be produced at the
surface. The recovery factor depends on a
number of variables,suchasreservoirdriving
forces, rock and fluid compressibilities,shale
water influx,changes in reservoir character-
isticsasa functionofpressuredecline,effects
of free gas and gas in solution, production
rate, productionmethod, and possible rein-
jectionof producedwater into theproducing
formations. Many of these variables can be
evaluated only after appropriateproduction
tests are made and adequatedepletionhis-
tory is available.
Simulation studies of geopressured res-
ervoirs have beenconductedby Garg, Prit-
chett, Rice, and Riney (1977). They have
concluded that without reinjection only 10
percent of the in-place methane will be
produced (fig. 100).The total flow rate and
methaneflow rate willdecrease rapidlybythis
method (figs. 101 and 102), but there will be
little decline in thefluidtemperature(fig.103).
Ontheother hand,ifa substantialportion
of the water is reinjected into the producing
reservoir to maintain reservoir pressure and
fluid flow rates, more than 90 percent of the
gascanbeextracted. Byusing thereinjection
method, higher reservoir pressure and total
fluid flow ratescanbe maintained fora longer
period of time. Total fluid flow rate will in-
crease slightly after 20 years (fig. 101), but
themethaneflow rate willcontinue to decline
as a result of dilution by injected water (fig.
102).Thereservoir simulation model ofGarg
and others predicts that fluid temperatures
will remain relatively constant at approxi-
mately 300°F for 15 to 20 years with rein-
jection and will then decline to less than
200 °F after 55 years (fig. 103).The surface
water in excess of that which can be rein-
jected is estimated to peak after 8 years of
production at 94 million barrels per well pair
(fig. 104). The amount of excess water
declines to a break-even point in 39 years,
after which time there will be a water deficit.
The relationshipbetween the water flow
rateandsandstonethickness(fig.los)forthe
test well (fig. 99) has been computed from
equation (7), given 5 to 25 millidarcys per-
meability anda constantdrawdown pressure
of 1,000 psi. Other values for the equation
are:
Viscosity of formation
water (ju) =0.2 cp at 300° F
Formation volume
factor (B) =1.0
Radius of reservoir (rc) = 10,560 feet
Radius of production
tubing (rw) =0.458 feet
Skin factor (S) = 0
If all the sandstone units in the test well
(840 feet)are perforated,adequateflow rate
is possible with permeability as low as 5
millidarcys and a drawdown pressure of
1,000psi(fig.105).If the drawdown pressure
is doubled,the flow rateis alsodoubled, with
the other parameters remaining constant. If
thepermeabilityof anysandstoneunitorzone
is known, then the flow rate can be deter-
mined fromfigure105.Forexample,if the230
feet of sandstone inzone E were producedat
a drawdown pressure of 1,000 psi and as-
sumed permeabilityof 15 millidarcys,13,140
barrels per day wouldbe produced.
Dewatering of shales may have a sig-
nificant influence on the maintenance of
reservoir pressure while zone E is produced.
Pressuredeclinecurvesbasedon areservoir
simulation model (Knapp and Elemo, per-
sonal communication) show that the bot-
tom-hole flowing pressure will decrease by
549 psiin 15 years whenonlythesandstone
compressibility is taken into account (fig.
106). However,thepressure will decreaseby
only 339 psi when the maximum possible
shale dewatering effects are added. Reser-
voir parameters used in the simulation pro-
gram for zone Eare:
Singlewell






Fluid flow rate 13,140 B/D

















coefficient 2 x 10"5 psi x
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Figure 99. (left)Expectedsandstone distribution from an SP
logcreated for the test well site by interpolation from
existingcontrol wells.
Figure 100. (above) Cumulative methane production (after
Garg,Pritchett, Rice, andRiney, 1977).
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Figure 103. (right) Temperature ofproduced field (after
Garg,Pritchett, Rice, andRiney, 1977).
Figure 104. (above)Surface water excessinventoryper well
pair versus time (after Garg, Pritchett,Rice, and
Riney, 1977).
Figure 101. (left) Total flow rate versus time per well (waterplus
methane) (after Garg, Pritchett,Rice, andRiney, 1977).
Figure 102. (below)Methane flow rateper well versus time (after
Garg,Pritchett, Rice, andRiney, 1977).
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Figure 105. Flow rateof water as a function of
sandstone thickness fordifferent permeabilitiesand
for a constant drawdown pressure of1,000psi.
Figure 106.Predictedbottom-hole flowingpressure
versus time (after Knapp andElemo, 1977).
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18S-22E-8 7 Gulf #2 St.Tr. 47
18S-22E-8 8 CitiesService & Sunray #1 St. Tr. 52
18S-22E-9 9 Cities Service #1-BSt.Tr. 72
18S-23E-1 1 KingResources #1St.Tr. 336
18S-23E-3 2 Arnold D. Morgan #1-A Welder
18S-23E-4 8 Renwar #1HoggEstate
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18S-23E-6 5 Shell #1 St. Tr. 349
18S-23E-6 10 Shell #4 St. Tr. 392
18S-23E-6 11 Shell #1 St.Tr.346
18S-23E-9 13 Atlantic Richfield & Tidewater #1 St. Tr. 471
18S-24E-3 1 McMoran #2 St.Tr.312
19S-22E-4 2 Atlantic #1 Pearce
19S-22E-7 23 Humble #4 "F" St.Tr. B1
19S-22E-9 4 J, P. Driscoll etal. #1Smith etal.
19S-22E-9 5 Marion #1 Peterson
19S-23E-1 1 Atlantic Richfield # 1St.Tr. 432
19S-23E-2 2 Tenneco # 1St.Tr. 458
19S-23E-3 12 Atlantic Richfield #4 St. Tr.470
19S-23E-3 9 CitiesService #1 St.Tr. 84
19S-23E-4 4 Getty #1St.Tr. 41
19S-23E-7 7 Shell #1 St. Tr. 899
19S-23E-7 6 CitiesService #1St.Tr.773
19S-23E-9 8 Humble #1St.Tr. 52
19S-24E-3 1 Sun & Seaboard #1 St.Tr. 882
19S-24E-4 5 Shell #1 St. Tr. 896
19S-24E-4 3 Shell #1St.Tr. 891
19S-24E-5 8 Humble #1St.Tr. 772
19S-24E-5 2 Gulf #1-B St.Tr. 772
19S-24E-7 6 Union of California #1St.Tr. 775-L
19S-24E-9 7 Zapata #1 St.Tr. 773-L
MatagordaFairway
10S-34E-8 Magnolia #1 Le Tulle
10S-34E-8 Falcon Seaboard #1Le Tulle
10S-34E-9 Falcon Seaboard #A-1 Baer Ranch
10S-34E-9 FalconSeaboard # A-3 Baer Ranch
10S-34E-9 Falcon Seaboard #A-4 Baer Ranch
11S-34E-3 Falcon Seaboard #A-2 Baer Ranch
11S-34E-3 FalconSeaboard #A-5 Baer Ranch
11S-34E-3 Falcon Seaboard #A-5 Baer Ranch
11S-34E-3 Ethyl #1Baer Ranch
11S-34E-3 Ethyl #1-ABaer Ranch
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Notes

